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While the processing power of single computers is continuously rising, there is still
a need for supercomputers as the size of the problems to be solved increases, too.
Most supercomputers are now connected to the Internet making them easily ac-
cessible from all over the world and scientists even have a choice of using multiple
supercomputers of different providers. These providers are not only classical com-
pute centers, but also companies and scientific institutions owning high performance
computers and selling unused capacity.

In order to use the potential of all the available computing power, it is necessary
to know the hardware and software equipment as well as administrative regulation
of each supercomputer. To solve this problem, the concept of Grid computing
was developed. The goal is to provide high performance computing power in a
reliable, standardized, and easy to use way, similar to electrical power in the energy
grid. In the same way as the energy grid, the computational Grid spans multiple
loosely coupled organizations providing services using a wide range of hardware.
The computational Grid even includes non-uniform services, i.e., also non-computer
resources like network bandwidth, storage capacity, or rare scientific instruments.

A similar concept is the Cloud computing. The Cloud enables the access to
diverse resources, too. However, resources are booked for an undefined time period
in the Cloud and provide capacity for repeated service usages, e.g., by webservice
calls. In the definition used in this thesis, Grid jobs are executed only once and
report then the results back to the submitter. Despite a lot of similarities between
the Cloud and the Grid, the techniques developed in this thesis focus on Grid
environments with scientific applications. However, some results can be adapted to
be used in the Cloud.

To use the variety of services and resources in a coordinated manner, the user
needs a more complex interface than the power plug in the energy grid. Grid
workflows have been established as a way to define complex Grid applications as a
set of jobs and to express the interdependencies between them. The user models
his application as a Grid workflow and submits it to a Grid broker. The Grid
broker then negotiates with all connected resource provider allocations matching the
resource and timing requirements of the user. The Grid broker can also guarantee
a specific service level, e.g., that all involved resources provide security measures
or that there will be enough capacity to complete the Grid workflow by a user-
specified deadline. In this case the Grid broker also has to control whether all
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Figure 1.1: The whole lifecycle of a Grid workflow from the Grid brokers point of
view.

involved resources stick to the guaranteed service level.
The Grid broker can allocate resources most efficiently being in control of every

resource in the Grid with very detailed information about their state. However,
in a widely distributed and multi-organizational setup this is rarely possible. Re-
source providers desire to stay in charge of their resources and also control which
information is available about the resource and its state. Typical information to
hide is the load of the resource. This is necessary for a variety of reasons, like
preventing a competing company from monitoring the load and inferring about in-
ternal processes of the resource owner, e.g., the release cycles of future products.
Thus, the Grid broker utilizing such resources has to make its decisions with as
little information and control as possible.

This thesis provides means for the Grid broker to handle Grid workflows in such
an environment. There are four stages in the lifecycle of the Grid workflow from the
Grid broker’s point of view: specification, online scheduling, offline scheduling, and
rescue scheduling. For all these four stages, the specific requirements are analyzed
and techniques are presented to efficiently cope with them.

In order to provide guarantees for the deadline and to support co-allocation —
the allocation of multiple resources for the very same time — advance reservations
have to be used. In contrast to the widely used queuing approach, an advance
reservation enabled resource manager negotiates the actual execution time during
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the admission of the job. Therefore, the resource manager has to keep track of all
future reservations and their start time. The thesis starts with an overview and
comparison of potential data structures to efficiently handle multi-unit schedules
with advance reservation.

As the first stage in the lifecycle, the Grid workflow has to be specified by the
client. There are a large number of Grid workflow languages with a wide variety
of features. To support the selection of the language best matching the specific
requirements, a taxonomy of Grid workflow languages was developed. In Chapter 3
this taxonomy is used to compare a number of known Grid workflow description
languages. This classification does not only give an overview on the Grid workflow
languages currently most often used, but also shows that the taxonomy covers the
parameter range very well without introducing redundant classes.

The remaining three stages handle the actual allocation process of a Grid work-
flow. The first allocation happens, when the Grid workflow is submitted and a
valid reservation for all parts of the Grid workflow has to be found to negoti-
ate the service level agreement (SLA). This online scheduling problem, covered in
Chapter 4, is meant to be fast and may return empty handed even if there are
valid allocations. Existing algorithms for Grid workflow scheduling lack support
for co-allocations and guaranteed deadlines. Additionally, most of these algorithms
require a detailed view on the state of each resource in the Grid. To overcome these
limitations, a newly developed admission protocol is introduced to efficiently ne-
gotiate the coordinated allocation without exchanging too much information. The
protocol has three phases: First, the Grid broker receives non-binding reservation
candidates after sending probe messages for each part of the Grid workflow, then
the Grid broker preliminary reserves the set of reservation candidates best fitting
the Grid workflow constraints, and, finally, it commits these reservations — if the
previous phase was successful — for all jobs in the Grid workflow. Simulations
showed that without the probe phase, significant more reservation requests were
send to the resources during the allocation.

Using the probe results of the admission protocol, Grid broker can employ two
general strategies to solve the online scheduling problem: fast greedy algorithms
based on the list scheduling concept or computing an optimal solution for the
scheduling problem. The greedy approach was implemented using a modified ver-
sion of the well-known HEFT list scheduler. Three extensions were developed to
handle advance reservations and co-allocations. The greedy approach was compared
to the computation of the optimal solution for the scheduling problem using genetic
algorithms. However, experiments showed that the greedy algorithms provide in
much shorter time comparable results.

Any fast online scheduler may lead to resource fragmentation and, therefore,
performance degradation. In order to deal with this problem, the online scheduling
was enhanced to increase the utilization of the Grid using a background task to
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1 Introduction

optimize the schedule. To perform this optimization, a measure to rate the schedule
is needed. When a request is rejected while in sum sufficient capacity was available,
this rejection is caused by fragmentation. In such a case, the schedule can be called
fragmented. However, a general quantification of the fragmentation of schedules
was still missing. A new fragmentation measure for two-dimensional schedules was
developed. Experiments showed the correlation between the rating of a schedule
and the future rate of rejected jobs. The new measure was used to detect the
degradation of the schedule. Furthermore, the detected extend of the fragmentation
was then used as input parameter to guide the offline optimization. Three options
to perform the offline scheduling are discussed in Chapter 5. The optimization can
either be done for the schedule of a single resource only, assuming the Grid jobs
to be fixed, or by negotiating the flexibility of the Grid jobs with the Grid broker.
Another option is to make the Grid broker responsible for the optimization. Then,
the knowledge about the Grid workflow structure and the Grid wide view allows
better rearrangements, but again the view on the state of the local schedules is
hidden. For all three options, the needed changes in the admission protocol and
algorithms to efficiently reoptimize the schedule are presented and evaluated by
simulations.

The fourth part of the thesis deals with the important complex of rescue schedul-
ing. If an SLA was given in advance, the Grid broker also has to cope with un-
expected resource downtimes. Most failure handling mechanisms in the high per-
formance computing domain cover mainly the currently running jobs. However, in
an advance reservation environment, failure handling has to deal with the planned,
but not yet started jobs, too. This failure handling requires finding an alternative
schedule for the accepted requests. The general idea is to remap the jobs that are
likely to be affected by the failure. As the failure is only temporary, remapping
too many jobs in advance also leads to performance losses. The new concept of
a remapping horizon is introduced which will be repeatedly reapplied during the
downtime to determine the jobs to be remapped. Two techniques to determine the
remapping horizon are developed and compared by simulations in Chapter 6.

All algorithms developed in this thesis are evaluated using simulations since there
is only little information on real world advance reservation enabled systems and
Grid workflow systems available. Hence, a synthetic workload generator had to be
developed. Furthermore, except for the VRM framework presented in this thesis,
no installation in productive use is available combining both concepts. The newly
developed workload generator combines the techniques used to generate task graph
to benchmark scheduling in parallel computer, well known job size and arrival
distributions from queuing systems, and new models for advance reservation.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: In the next chapter, the
Grid environment and model assumptions used her are presented together with
the strategies to manage advance reservations and the new fragmentation measure.
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The following chapter covers one stage in the lifecycle each: Specification, online
scheduling, offline scheduling, and rescue scheduling. In each of these chapters the
specific related work is presented together with newly developed algorithms and
their evaluation.
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The basic idea of the Grid is to unify the access to distributed high-performance
compute resources. As the resources are not only distributed, but also belong to
multiple, even competing organizations, new means of management are needed.

In this chapter, the general requirements to form a Grid of a bunch of distributed
computers are described. Additionally, the specific properties of the Grid model
and the model assumptions used in this thesis are defined. As described before,
one of the key model assumptions is the use of advance reservation in the Grid.
This chapter introduces the basic concept, new data structures to manage advance
reservations, and a new fragmentation measure to compare advance reservation
schedules.

2.1 How to build up a Grid?

The most cited definition of a computational Grid is the following by Foster [Fos02]:
“A Grid coordinates resources that are not subject to centralized control using stan-
dard, open, general-purpose protocols and interfaces to deliver nontrivial qualities
of service”. So one of the main benefits is to unify and simplify the user access to
a lot of resources and add additional services.

Nowadays, a typical user of scientific computing has access to more than one
compute resource within his organization or by means of cooperation. But all re-
sources provide their very specific user interface for submitting and monitoring jobs.
Additionally, they may differ in organizational aspects like different prioritization
strategies or accounting for resource usage. Especially, selecting the resource with
the expected earliest finishing time can be hard in such a scenario. Using a Grid
to couple all the resources, reduces the number of interfaces to only one and the
Grid broker may also employ some user defined strategies (like earliest finish time
or lowest cost) when seeking and booking a resource. While already coupling the
resources in the same organization reduce the complexity of the allocation, the Grid
can also span multiple organizations. By coupling two Grid domains, there may
be only one cooperation contract necessary and all users of both sides participate
through their usual interface.

Grid technology is not only useful to manage compute resources; it can also
be used to manage the distributed access to networks, storage systems, scientific
equipment, and even meetings rooms or 3D visualization systems. In this thesis,
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2 Coupling Resources in the Grid

any type of resource together with the network bandwidth to connect them is
considered.

Beside the unified access, the added service level was another key element of the
Grid definition. Grid broker may support service level agreements (SLA), i.e., they
guarantee some properties for the execution of the job. SLAs can cover the state of
the executing resources, e.g., security and availability. A widely used SLA aspect is
to guarantee the execution of a job within a negotiated time frame and, especially,
by some deadline. It has been shown that advance reservation is a key technology to
enable SLAs in the Grid [SWY04, BHKL04]. In Section 2.2 the concept of advance
reservation is explained in detail.

Another added service is to provide virtual resources by combining the partici-
pating resources. This can be done by splitting up a parallel program and executing
a part of it on each site at the very same time. For widely distributed Grids and
tightly coupled parallel applications this slows the execution too much down, but
for some setups this is faster than using fewer resources on a single site.

As most calculations are part of a scientific workflow Grid broker may support
the allocation of complex jobs with interdependent sub-jobs. These so-called Grid
workflows define which output from previous sub-jobs is needed for each sub-job.
The Grid broker then seeks an allocation for the required resources, providing the
order and also allocates network bandwidth to transfer the data, if two sub-jobs are
not on the same site. The sub-jobs of a Grid workflow may require different kind of
resources, e.g., an astronomical workflow may use a telescope to gather input data,
a high performance computer to process the telescope data and a 3D visualization
system to present the result to the end user (see Figure 2.11 on page 35). Grid
workflows may also contain sub-jobs to be executed at the very same time, so-called,
co-allocations.

Up to now, only benefits for the end user and the Grid broker are shown. Re-
source operator also benefit from participating in the Grid. Instead of negotiating
and billing the access with every user individually, the resource operator just deals
with one or more Grid broker representing a number of end user. Resource man-
agement systems for single sites usually use all available information like load on
each node and whether a job can be postponed without violating a SLA. In the
distributed setting, where the Grid broker as a high level resource management sys-
tem is operated by another organization, the resource owner may restrict the access
to this information. Especially, if he has contracts with other Grid brokers or local
users, he doesn’t want to give information about their jobs. Even the current load
level of the resource can be used to reconstruct such information. A general goal
of the resource operator participating in the Grid is to hide as much information
as possible and to provide as little information as it is needed for the allocation
process in order to still get jobs.

The negotiation of SLAs also implies the negotiation of a payment for the service
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2.2 Timing: Advance Reservation

and a fine to be paid if the service was not fulfilled. In order to analyze the
behavior of such a system a cost model is needed. The cost model defines how the
user decisions are affected by different prices and how resource operators calculate
offers in order to gain the maximum profit. Also the fine negotiation itself is a very
complex topic. The fine should be very high to prevent the resource operator from
deliberately violating the SLA and it should be reasonable low so that the resource
operator does not face bankruptcy after each small failure. As these costs models
are a complex topic on themselves, they are excluded in this thesis. A simple SLA
model without quantifying the costs will be used instead. In this model, the users
accept every solution which fulfills the specified requirements and constraints and
the resource operators maximize their profit by solely increasing the utilization of
their systems and the negotiated fine is assumed so high, that the resource operators
will avoid a violation by all means.

2.2 Timing: Advance Reservation

Most problems of sharing scarce resources are solved by queuing up the requests.
The concept is the same for shopping in a grocery store as for high performance
computing. The concept is very simple to realize and, by using a first-come-first-
serve-strategy, also provides means to predict the actual start time.

For combined transactions — so called co-allocations — with multiple providers,
this concept is already too weak. If one wants to travel, it wouldn’t be sufficient to
queue up at the airline counter and then after arriving at the destination to enter
the queue for the hotel without even knowing if there will be a room available on
the same day.

If one can choose between service providers, each using an independent queue, it
is also hard to select the one which will be available first. This is also a commonly
known problem in grocery stores. But in that setup, it is at least possible by earlier
experiences and the transparent view on the shopping cart of the other customers
to make a prediction of the waiting time. In general, the queues are not transparent
and if there is no additional hint by the other users or the service provider, the wait
time cannot be predicted. Hence, a user cannot compare independent resource
providers.

Another concept also used in the everyday life to avoid the problems of the
queuing approach, is to negotiate the actual start time with the service provider.
This means that the user contacts the service provider in advance, usually when
the need for the service is in sight, and negotiates a start time in the future. Both
parties agree that the service will be fulfilled then, i.e., the service provider will
have all needed resources available and the user will show up to use the service.

This advance reservation approach has a number of benefits for the user and
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2 Coupling Resources in the Grid

the service provider. By negotiating with different service providers, the user can
coordinate the execution of co-allocations. In the travel example the usual approach
is to book the flight and the hotel room in advance and if the rooms are only
available on other dates, to adapt the flight date and vice versa. Another benefit
for the user is that he can negotiate with multiple service providers for the same
service and can compare the waiting time and other properties of the offer. The
service provider increases the service level with advance reservation, as he can now
guarantee that the service will be finished by some given deadline [WSV+06]. If
the book-ahead time — the time between the negotiation and the execution of
the service — is long enough, the service provider can also adjust the provided
resource capacity to meet only the requested capacity, e.g., the amount of raw
material stocked or the number of employees working at a given time. On the other
hand, the service provider can use the negotiation phase for load balancing, e.g.,
promoting phases with lower utilization.

Using advance reservation also implies some drawbacks. The most obvious one
is that it is much more complex to handle then the queuing approach. In the real
world a queue is easily formed by the waiting customer and the service provider
only has to provide some space for queuing. Even in a compute system, a queue
of waiting jobs is just a simple data structure. For advance reservation, someone is
needed to negotiate with the user together with some infrastructure to keep track of
all the advance reservations and to identify free capacities in the future. Therefore,
there is a significant overhead for the resource provider. In Section 2.2.2, data
structures to handle advance reservations are discussed in detail.

For planning in advance, the execution times of the services have to be known.
Therefore, either the user or the service provider has to indicate the duration of
the service usage. In the real world mostly the service providers know, how long
the different kinds of services will take, in the world of high performance comput-
ing the user usually provides a prediction [FRS+97, TEF05]. But there are also
approaches to predict the execution time based on previous executions of the same
parallel program [FRS+97, Ang98, SFT98]. The prediction of the duration is usu-
ally inaccurate. If it is too short, the timetable with the negotiated reservations
may break. This leads to a queue of waiting user or the violation of the negotiated
SLAs. The service provider can also decide to stop the service after the negotiated
duration, even if the service has not yet finished. Then only a single SLA is broken
and all other reservations can be handled as planned. On the other hand, if the
service usage finished earlier than negotiated, the booked resources are unused until
the start time of the next reservation.

The negotiation of the start time may lead to time frames without resource usage,
which are too small to fulfill further incoming requests. Therefore, there is not only
a fragmentation in the resource dimension, but also in the time dimension. In
Section 2.2.3 this two-dimensional fragmentation problem is discussed in depth.
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Figure 2.1: Advance reservation allows planning the execution of jobs in the future.

In a system mixing queued jobs with advance reservations, the utilization drops
due to the fixed advance reservation. The reservations obviously disturb the queue
reordering (backfilling), often used in queuing based systems to increase the uti-
lization [SFT00]. Sulistio and Buyya measured a utilization drop of 60-80% and
increased wait times for the jobs in the queue. However, Heine et al. showed that by
using a native planning based resource management system instead of an enhanced
queuing based, the impact of the advance reservations is less dramatic [HHKS05].
In [Mac03] a comprehensive overview on resource management systems supporting
advance reservation is given.

Summarizing, advance reservation is an elaborated technology allowing the coor-
dinated allocation of jobs. However, a lot of additional information is required and a
processing overhead is introduced. Nonetheless, it is an important base technology
to process complex Grid workflows and to guarantee SLAs in the Grid.

2.2.1 Formalization

After introducing the basic concept of advance reservation, the following section
provides a more formal view on the concept of advance reservation.

A job j is any request for resource usage. It is specified by the resource type it
requests Tj , how much of this resources capacity will be used cj , and the duration of
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2 Coupling Resources in the Grid

the resource usage dj . The unit of cj depends on the type of the requested resource,
e.g., number of CPUs for parallel computer, kbit/s bandwidth for networks, or just
0 or 1 for single-unit resources like 3D visualization systems. The duration is finite
and the job will be executed once. Periodic executions are not considered in the
resource manager, while the user may periodically submit the same job.

Each resource r ∈ R is defined by its type Tr and the available capacity cr.
Network resources enable the communication between the resources of the other
types. In a very abstract view, a network connects many different resources and in
a very detailed view, a network consists of a number of links connecting a resource
with a router or the routers within the network. Both views are not practical
from the Grid broker’s point of view. The abstract view is too generic and the
actual mapping of a flow to the specific links should be left to the network resource
management system. Thus, the Grid broker sees a network as a bunch of resources
each providing the communication between a pair of other resources. The relations
source, target : RN → R provide the information which resources are connected
by this network resource. All these resources will be managed by a single network
RMS and reservations may interfere with each other even if they connect different
endpoints. How advance reservation in a network can be done is discussed in detail
in [Bur04] and [FFR+04].

Independent of the type, jobs arrive at the resource management system (RMS)
before their respective execution starts. This moment is called arrival time of the
job tarr(j) (see Figure 2.1). The requester may also restrict the possible execution
time by providing a booking interval with the start tbook−start(j) and end time
tbook−end(j). In order to get at least one possible start time, tbook−start(j) + dj ≤
tbook−end has to hold. If no booking interval is specified tbook−start(j) = −∞ and
tbook−end(j) =∞ will be used.

The RMS will then determine a matching start time tstart(j) for the job, such
that tbook−start(j) ≤ tstart(j) and tstart(j) + dj ≤ tbook−end.

The difference between the arrival time and the actual start time is called book-
ahead time tbook−ahead(j) = tstart(j) − tarr(j). To reduce the complexity of the
scheduling process the RMS may impose a maximum book ahead time t̂book−ahead.

The RMS has to keep track of all already reserved jobs Jr, the respective start
times, and resource allocations. In general, only as much capacity can be reserved
as is available on the resource:

∀t : cr ≥
∑

j∈Jr∧tstart(j)≤t≤tstart(j)+dj

cj

Hence, the scheduling problem can be formulated as: Determine a tstart(j) such
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2.2 Timing: Advance Reservation

(a) Homogenous: Same dura-
tion on all resources.

(b) Heterogeneous: Duration
depends on resource speed.

(c) Moldable: Duration de-
pends on allocated capacity.

Figure 2.2: Heterogeneous resources and moldable jobs lead to job durations de-
pending on the actual allocation.

that

∀tstart(j) ≤ t ≤ tstart(j) + dj : cr ≥ cj +
∑

j′∈Jr∧tstart(j′)≤t≤tstart(j′)+dj′

cj′

This formula ignores the actual mapping of the jobs to the underlying units of the
resource. This inner-resource mapping is left to the internals of the RMS.

Heterogeneous Grid environments and moldable Jobs

Up till now, it was assumed that Grid resources of the same type have also nearly
equivalent performance characteristics. This means that a job was assumed to need
the same processing time on every resource of the requested type. Especially, for
the most common resource type in a Grid environment — parallel computer —
this assumption is in general wrong and the execution time varies between different
parallel computer due to the processor speed or the characteristics of the architec-
ture. However, it is very hard to make a prediction of the execution time if the
program has never run on the specific computer. Nonetheless, a simplified model to
compute the execution time is widely used in heterogeneous compute environments.
Some benchmarks or solely the processor speed is used to derive a speed factor in
relation to a reference machine. For example, a parallel computer with twice as
much GFLOP/s is assumed to run all jobs in half the time. Generalizing this idea,
a performance function pr(dj) may be specified, which calculates the actual exe-
cution time of the job based on its execution time on the reference machine. The
same model can be used for other resource types as well (see Figure 2.2).
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2 Coupling Resources in the Grid

Therefore, in such a heterogeneous Grid environment the duration dj has to be
specified as the job duration needed on the reference resource of the requested
type. The actual execution time is now a result of the actual scheduling decision
d̃(j) = pr(dj). Hence, in all formulas of the previous problem definition dj has to
be substituted by d̃(j).

The execution time of a job also depends on the amount of capacity used on the
resource. A network job transferring some data will finish earlier if more bandwidth
is available and a compute job may also be executed with less CPUs then requested
at the cost of a longer execution time. Jobs, where the capacity to be used can
be adjusted are called moldable jobs [FRS+97]. The jobs have to be specifically
designed to be moldable, e.g., it makes no sense to increase the bandwidth and
reduce the time of a network reservation if it is used for a live video stream or to
provide more processors for a program with a fixed number of parallel processes.

Again, a transformation function mj(c) has to be defined for each moldable job
to calculate the duration using more or less capacity. For some resource types like
network bandwidth, the ratio of execution time and allocated capacity remains
constant. In this case, the transformation function can be defined as mj(c) = dj

cj
c.

For parallel compute jobs, this transformation function is called speed-up and there
is a lot of work available to determine this speed-up function.

With moldable jobs, the actually reserved capacity c̃(j) and duration d̃(j) =
mj(c̃(j)) are both the result of the scheduling process depending on the available
capacity. As in the previous extension, the general formalization can be reused by
substituting all occurrences of cj by c̃(j).

Both concepts are very similar from the user’s point of view: The actual exe-
cution time depends on some specifics of the resource unknown to the user. In
the case of heterogeneous resources the reserved capacity, i.e., the number of units,
stays constant while the performance of the units differs between two resources in
the Grid. In the case of moldable jobs, the units are assumed equally equipped
throughout the Grid. But a job may use more units to shorten its execution time.
Both concepts can be easily combined. The RMS decides how many capacity c̃(j)
is available and determines the execution time d̃(j) = pr(mj(c̃(j)) based on the
performance of its units and the number of units assigned to the job.

In the following, a homogeneous Grid environment where only network jobs rep-
resenting file transfers are moldable is used in general. This simplified model makes
the descriptions and formalizations more readable. After discussing the details
using the simpler model, the extensions needed to cope with moldable jobs and
heterogeneous resources in general are presented in each section.
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2.2 Timing: Advance Reservation

2.2.2 Manage advance reservations

Advance reservations introduce the requirement to keep track of all admitted reser-
vations, their requirements, and their timing. The data structures to organize the
reservations are more complex than the data structures used in queuing systems.
However, in the following sections two concepts to implement the management of
advance reservations are presented: One using discrete time slots and the other
using a list of blocks with free capacity.

Slotted time

As described before, the main problem of an advance reservation scheduler is to
keep track of all already reserved jobs and to answer the question: ”Is there at
least cj capacity left, for a continuous time range with the width dj”.

The formal representation of this question as defined before implies a straight
forward implementation:

• choose a tstart(j)

• iterate over all t with tstart(j) ≤ t ≤ tstart(j) + dj

– select all reserved jobs in Jr, which are planned to run at t

– sum up the capacity of the selected jobs

– check if there is enough capacity for the new job, if not start again with
another tstart(j) or quit

If the time t is an arbitrary real value, the loop would be executed endlessly. By
discretizing the possible values of the time, this problem can be solved. Therefore,
the time is divided in time slots of a fixed length ∆t. The time slot ti represents
all time stamps t with i∆t ≤ t < (i+ 1)∆t.

Now for all time slots, the reservations, which are at least partly within the
timeslot, are associated with the time slot. If a reservation starts or ends within
a time slot, the resource usage is counted for the whole time slot. This makes the
algorithm simpler, but also leads to internal fragmentation.

Using time slots reduces the number of possible start times, too. Therefore, the
runtime performance of the algorithm can be easily adjusted with the time slot
width ∆t.

Furthermore, an array can be used as a ring buffer data structure to manage the
time slots [BH02, Bur04]. The size of the array depends only on the maximum
allowed book-ahead time t̂book−ahead.

The slotted time approach provides an easy to handle, fast implementation of
advance reservations. The runtime as well as the memory footprint of the array
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2 Coupling Resources in the Grid

is restricted. Both metrics depend linearly on the maximum book-ahead time and
the time slot width.

On the other hand, this approach requires selecting a maximum book ahead time
and restricts, therefore, the possible reservations. As discussed before, the slot size
has to be chosen carefully, as long time slots lead to more internal fragmentation
while short time slots increase the runtime and memory footprint. If there is no
load in all requested time slots, the algorithm can only detect this by iterating
all slots. The same holds for schedules with long running jobs and thus only few
changes in the booked capacity over the time. Thus, the algorithm performs more
checks than necessary.

List of free capacity blocks

Another approach to manage advance reservations is based on a concept commonly
employed to manage continuous ranges of free resources: A list, where each entry
represents a range of free resources. To use this concept to manage multi-unit
advance reservations, some additions are needed. Each list item f ∈ Fr is structured
similar to a job and represents a rectangle of unused resources: a time range with
the width df with always at least cf unused capacity.

All items in the list Fr have to cover all unused resources and must not intersect:

∀t : cr =
∑

j∈Jr∧tstart(j)≤t≤tstart(j)+dj

cj +
∑

f∈Fr∧tstart(f)≤t≤tstart(f)+df

cf

Figure 2.3 depicts the three options to organize the items of the list:

time exclusive list For each point in time there is only one item, representing the
currently available capacity. The list is ordered by the start time of the blocks,
i.e., adjacent blocks follow each other in the free list.

capacity hierarchical list Each item spans the whole time span where at least the
given capacity is free. During this time span, there may be other sub time
spans with more capacity available; these time spans are managed as sub lists
of the longer block. Hence, a hierarchical data structure is used.

mixed list The splitting of the list items does not follow any rule. The items may
be ordered by the start time and the available capacity. The list items should
have references to all adjacent free blocks.

Figure 2.3 also shows another difference to the classical lists of free blocks. In
the one-dimensional case, two blocks, which are directly adjacent, would be joined
to form a bigger block. In the two-dimensional case this is only possible in the time
dimension, if the capacity is the same or in the capacity dimension, if the time span
is the same.
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Figure 2.3: The three different approaches to organize a two-dimensional free block
list.

In the one-dimensional case, reserving a job requires only to iterae the list until
a block is found which provides at least the requested amount of resources. This
method can be used in the two-dimensional case, too. But it will not necessarily
find all options. There may be multiple adjacent free blocks necessary to cover an
area as big as requested. A simple example are two adjacent blocks which have
more capacity left than requested, but can only serve the job together in the time
dimension.

Therefore, the allocation process has to be enhanced to include adjacent blocks.
In a time exclusive list the approach is similar to the one used for the slotted time
(see Figure 2.4). The main difference to the slotted time approach is the variable
length of the analyzed free blocks and that the blocks are not necessarily adjacent
which is always the case in the slotted time model.

Changing the free list based on a reservation candidate means to decrease the
capacity of all involved blocks. If the job start or end time does not match the start
of the first involved block or the end of the last involved block, respectively, these
blocks have to be splitted. If the capacity of a block becomes zero the block just
gets deleted.

While in the time exclusive list, first a block with sufficient capacity was selected,
in the capacity hierarchical case first a block with a sufficient long time span is
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2 Coupling Resources in the Grid

1 select a block f ∈ Fr with tstart(j) ≤ tstart(f) ≤ tbook−end(j)− dj and cf ≥ cj
2 initialize duration dfound := df
3 initialize last free block used flast := f
4 while dfound < dj
5 go to successor of flast: f ′

6 if flast and f ′ are not adjacent (tend(flast) 6= tstart(f ′))
or f ′ has not enough capacity (df ′ < dj)

7 go back to the first step and select another f or quit
8 increase duration dfound := dfound + df ′

9 set last free block used flast := f ′

Figure 2.4: Determining a reservation candidate in a time exclusive free list.

1 select a block f ∈ Fr with dj ≤ df
2 initialize capacity cfound := cf
3 initialize last free block used flast := f
4 while cfound < cj
5 select a block f ′ from the sub list of flast with dj ≤ df
6 if no block is found
7 use backtracking to change selection of formerly selected blocks
8 increase capacity cfound := cfound + cf ′

9 set last free block used flast := f ′

Figure 2.5: Determining a reservation candidate in a capacity hierarchical free list.
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selected as depicted in Figure 2.5.
Changing the free list when a job was reserved is much more complex than in

the time exclusive list. The algorithm above quickly returns only the answer to
whether there is enough capacity. In order to subtract the now reserved capacity
from the free list, the hierarchy has to be traversed completely to identify the free
blocks intersecting with the reservation in the lowest layer. If the blocks provide less
capacity than requested, the whole block will be changed to the remaining capacity.
If the reservation starts or ends within the block, a new sub list with one or two
blocks representing the remaining capacity before and after the reservation will be
added to this block. If the capacity is not sufficient, the block will be deleted and
the not yet allocated capacity will be removed in the same way from the parent
block and so on.

In a mixed list it is obviously very hard to find a reservation candidate, as there
has to be a search in both time and capacity dimension. The search effort could
be eased a bit, if adjacent blocks carry references to each other, but it is still much
more complex.

Summarizing, free block lists provide a mean to save reservations with arbitrary
start and end times without internal fragmentation coming with the data structure.
In an empty or low loaded system, the free lists contain only a small number of list
items. Still there is no lower limit as in the slotted time approach. If there are a
lot of small reservations resulting in high fragmentation, the free block lists become
very long and have to be processed linearly. In the worst case, there is a list item
for every distinguishable point in time, e.g., every millisecond. Furthermore, in all
three variants, the free block lists need more complex implementations than the
slotted time approach.

Moldable jobs

While for heterogeneous resources the process of identifying reservation candidates
does not differ from the homogeneous case as the process is done in each resource in-
dependently, moldable jobs have to be handled differently. However, the reservation
of moldable jobs just needs a minor extension of the previously described processes.
For each possible combination of duration and capacity the reservation process can
be repeated until a matching reservation is found. This approach increases the run
time of the matchmaking only by the factor of the maximum number of discrete
capacity values. Whether to start with the minimal or maximal capacity is the
same question as to whether to start with the earliest start time or the latest end
time to find a matching free block.

This leads to four combinations of these search strategies: start early with max-
imum capacity, start with latest start time and maximum capacity, start early
with minimal capacity, and start with the latest start time and minimal capacity.
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2 Coupling Resources in the Grid

These four approaches were compared in [BLHS04]. The analysis showed that all
four combinations show a similar performance while the approach starting with the
minimal capacity and latest start time slightly outnumbers the other.

Comparison of Implementations

In the previous sections two basic concepts for managing advance reservation sched-
ules were presented. There was also a discussion about the drawbacks and benefits
of each approach. In this section, the comparison of the approaches will be backed
up by an experimental evaluation of both approaches.

The question which implementation is the best to hold the schedule information
is also discussed in the literature. Singh et al. [SKD07] used a mixed free list
where they called each block a slot. If there are adjacent reservations in the time
dimension, the free blocks are called inner slots. Inner slots cannot be splitted,
i.e., the user has to book the whole free block, regardless of the actually requested
size. Only blocks which mark the end of the list in the time dimension, can be
splitted in both dimensions. This procedure reduces the fragmentation and keeps
the free block list small. Castillo developed a system to match advance reservations
using techniques from computational geometry [Cas08]. The free list is held as a
tree or in case of heterogeneous resources, as a two-dimensional tree to speed up
the match making. However, the resource dimension was only partly covered by
co-allocating multiple single-unit resources. Burchard [Bur05a] and more recently
Kunrath et al. [KWK08] compare the approach to manage the free blocks in a tree
with the slotted time model and the time exclusive free list model, respectively.
Both conclude that the analyzed models outperform the tree approach.

Thus, a still open question is the comparison between the free list and the slotted
time model. To compare both implementation models, a simple setup was made
using the simulation mode of the Grid broker framework VRM. The VRM will be
discussed in detail in Section 2.4 and the general simulation setup in Section 4.6.1.
For this experiment, a simplified Grid was used which consisted of a simulated
client and a single resource only. The workload model used will be discussed later
in Section 2.2.4, too. The same sequence of atomic jobs was submitted to a re-
source manager using a slotted time model and to a resource manager using a time
exclusive list of free capacity.

The experiments showed that the number of rejected jobs was similar for both
models despite the possibility of internal fragmentation in the slotted time model.
However, in term of the time needed to process a single request the free list model
is faster by a factor of nearly 50. (see Figure 2.6). Thus, while the free list model
requires more effort to be implemented, it provides a much better performance.
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Figure 2.6: The free list based on the time exclusive model significantly outperforms
the slotted time approach.

2.2.3 Measuring Fragmentation

Fragmentation is a well known effect in resource management systems like file sys-
tems or memory allocators. Fragmentation happens when there is enough free
capacity available to serve a request but this capacity is scattered over a number
of free blocks, each too small to handle the request. In general, it is easy to iden-
tify fragmentation as the reason of an individual request rejection. However, in
order to avoid fragmentation, a rating scheme is needed, predicting the likeliness of
future rejections due to fragmentation. With such a fragmentation measurement,
the scheduler can compare multiple reservation candidates by how much they po-
tentially obstruct future reservations. Such a fragmentation measure can be only
vague as the actual influence of the fragmentation greatly depends on the char-
acteristics of the future requests. For example, assume a system where always a
set of two continuous units is requested. In such a system, a schedule with a lot
of small free blocks of size two is better than a schedule with bigger blocks with
odd-numbered sizes. Nonetheless, avoiding small scattered free blocks in general
increases the success rate of future requests.

In the following section, a formula to determine the fragmentation in a single
dimension, i.e., time or resource dimension is developed. Then this measurement
is extended to handle two-dimensional allocation systems like advance reservation
schedules with resource and time dimension. This section closes with the results of
the simulative evaluation of the quality of the fragmentation measure.

Fragmentation in a single dimension

The fragmentation measure F has to rate schedules in the range [0, 1] where zero
stands for a system with minimal fragmentation, e.g., only one large free block or
even no reservations at all.
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(a) Three reservations: F = 0.
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(c) A single large block together with three small
ones: F =‘higher’.

3211 2

(d) Two large blocks: F =‘lower’.

Figure 2.7: Manual fragmentation ratings for some schedule examples of a single-
unit resource.

How could such a rating scheme work? A first approach is to rate the schedules
manually. The rating of some allocations situations is depicted in Figure 2.7. This
human based rating will be used to assess the automatic fragmentation measures.

As stated before, a fragmented schedule contains a number of small free blocks.
Thus, a fragmented schedule may be identified by the mere number of free blocks.
Sears et al. used this scheme in the filesystem and database domain and proposed
a formula based only on the number of free blocks n [SIG06]:

F = 1− 1
n

This approach rates the situation in Figure 2.7(b) with F = 2
3 and the situation in

Figure 2.7(a) with F = 0. Both situations are nearly identical despite some very
small free blocks, but are rated very different.

The other key property of fragmentation is that the largest free block is too small
to serve the request. Thus, a fragmentation measure could also be based on the
size of the largest free block in relation to the available capacity as proposed by
Lindblad [Lin]:

F = 1− maxi≤n(fi)∑n
i=1 fi

This formula ignores the distribution of the other free blocks. For example in
Figure 2.7(c) and 2.7(d) the largest free blocks have the same size. However, in
the later case the remaining free capacity is not so scattered and thus this schedule
should be rated significantly better.
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1 initialize F := 0 and n = 0
2 for cdemanded := 1 to maximum
3 filter all time slots with cfree ≥ cdemanded
4 calculate 1D fragmentation Fcdemanded

for the filtered schedule
5 n+ +; F := F + Fcdemanded

6 F := F/n

Figure 2.8: Calculating the fragmentation in time and resource dimension based on
a one-dimensional fragmentation measure.

To include the other free blocks in this formula, the average free block size could
be used instead of only the size of the largest one:

F = 1− f∑n
i=1 fi

However, if the arithmetic mean is used, this formula is identical to the first one
just counting the free blocks.

But other averages may be used, too. Following the idea of Lindblad to focus
on the larger free blocks, an average which favors high values and ignores smaller
values as outliners has to be used. The quadratic mean has this property and could
be incorporated in the fragmentation formula as:

F = 1−
∑n

i=1 f
2
i

(
∑n

i=1 fi)
2

The adaption of the denominator is needed to fit the result in the range [0, 1]. If
only one free block is available, this formula results in F = 0 and it holds F → 1
for n→∞. For equally sized free blocks, the formula is again equal to the simple
counting approach. However, for equally sized free blocks the counting approach
fitted well. With different sizes, the smaller blocks are considered as outliners.

Adding the Second Dimension

The new fragmentation measure still lacks the ability to measure fragmentation in
two dimensions, i.e., for a time schedule of multi-unit resources. It regards time
ranges as occupied or vacant but it does not deal with the amount of free resources
(e.g. 1 CPU or 10 CPUs) within the range. However, this binary assumption
matches the point of view of the scheduler while scheduling a new job. All free blocks
are either usable or non-usable for that specific task according to its demands and
the available capacity in this time range. Thus, for a specific demand of capacity
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Figure 2.9: As these examples for different utilizations show, there is clear relation
between the measured fragmentation and the monitored rejection rate.

the 1D measure can be applied. And in order to get a 2D measure, the average over
all possible capacity demands can be calculated. In Figure 2.8 such a calculation is
shown. This approach can be further improved by using the relative frequency of
occurrences for every demand as average weights.

Evaluation

To show that the proposed fragmentation measure does not only work for the
selected examples, the fragmentation was monitored in a simulated Grid and related
with the success probability of the submitted jobs. For this experiment, the same
simulation setup as used in the main experiments was used. It will be described
in detail in the next chapter in Section 4.6.1. The only difference is, that for
the interarrival time of the Grid workflows a normal distribution with a very high
variance was used. This way, a lot of different situations with varying utilization
and fragmentation were generated.

During a simulation run, submissions are picked randomly and the fragmentation
and utilization of the Grid is measured before the Grid broker tries to find a valid
allocation. Then, this data is stored together with the information whether the
allocation was successful or not. Finally, for all combinations of utilization and
fragmentation, the rate of unsuccessful requests is calculated (the rejection rate).
As there is no way to bring the Grid in a specific utilization and fragmentation
state, some combinations are more likely while other could not be monitored at all.

Figure 2.9 depicts the relation between the measured fragmentation and the re-
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Figure 2.10: The distribution of the book-ahead times in the Grid5000 test bed.
The gray dotted line depicts the number of jobs in the trace within
the book-ahead time class. The blue line is the sliding average of 50
classes.

jection rate for selected ranges of utilization. The dotted line depicts the 99.993%
confidence interval, which varies due to the inability to generate enough cases for
each fragmentation-utilization constellation. Except for very low utilization, where
no rejection was monitored at all, the monitored rejection rate rises with the mea-
sured fragmentation. Thus, the fragmentation measure presented before gives a
good indication for the chances to successfully submit future jobs and can be used
to compare schedules.

2.2.4 Typical properties of advance reservation systems

There is not much information available on how an advance reservation Grid system
will be used by its user. The main reason is that advance reservation is a relatively
new concept in the domain of high performance computing management and is thus
not so wide spread compared to the number of installations using queuing based
resource management systems. Additionally, resource operators avoid publishing
information about the actual usage of their systems. Even for queuing based sys-
tems only a couple of real world workload traces are available, despite the huge
number of installations. This penchant to hide as much information as possible is
also reflected as the main requirement for the scheduling algorithms presented in
the following chapters.

To overcome the lack of real traces of advance reservation systems, the job pa-
rameter duration and requested capacity can be assumed to be the same as in a
queuing system [AC08]. For queuing systems, a couple of real world traces are avail-
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able at Feitelsons Parallel Workloads Archive1 or The Grid Workloads Archive2 at
TU Delft. A popular model for synthetic workloads was proposed by Feitelson in
[Fei96]. One of the main observations included in the model was that user tend to
request discrete capacity values. More specifically, the number of CPUs requested
was most likely a power of two. Additionally, there is a correlation between the
requested capacity and the duration. Bigger jobs tend to last longer.

The Grid Workload Archive also contains one trace of a mixed queuing and
reservation system: The French Grid5000 test bed3. These traces were analyzed in
[AC08] along with the approach to generate advance reservation traces by adding
synthetic book-ahead times to queuing systems traces. The exponential distribu-
tion of the book-ahead times leads to the best correlation coefficient between the
synthetic data and the real traces. Figure 2.10 shows the distribution of the book-
ahead times in the Grid5000 traces. Most reservations start within 10 seconds.
Thus, the user didn’t specify an earliest start time and the job was planned imme-
diately, in case enough resources were available. In the further path of the graph,
there are some irregularities, as the users tend to use discrete values for the ear-
liest start time, too. There is a peek at 1 and 2 minutes and the number of jobs
drops slightly for more than 5 minutes of book-ahead time. In the long run there
is another drop after one day and another peek around 2 days of book-ahead time.
Nonetheless, these peeks are not so strong and most likely related with the test
bed character of the Grid5000 system. Thus, an exponential distribution for the
book-ahead time is reasonable to use for synthetic workloads.

1http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/labs/parallel/workload/
2http://gwa.ewi.tudelft.nl/
3The traces were provided by the Grid5000 team for the Grid Workload Archive. Acknowl-

edgements to Dr. Franck Cappello, Dr. Olivier Richard, and Nicolas Capit). http:

//www.grid5000.org/
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2.3 Grid workflow

Figure 2.11: An example of a complex Grid application, using a number of different
resources.

2.3 Grid workflow

As the Grid consists of resources of different types, a typical Grid job will need more
than one resource. An example of such a complex job is depicted in Figure 2.11:
Huge data is transferred from a satellite control station, it is analyzed using two
separate parallel computer and afterwards the data is streamed to a visualization
system, e.g., a 3D cave. Each of these tasks has to be allocated in a coordinated
manner. The admission of the parallel computers, for example, is worthless if no
network bandwidth is available at the right time to transfer the data needed.

Sometimes, two tasks have to be executed at the same time, as they exchange
information during the execution. E.g., in the former example the programs running
on the two parallel computer may need to exchange data during processing. Then
both executions have to be at the very same time and network bandwidth has to
be reserved to avoid delays due to the data exchange. Another example for such
coordinated reservations or co-allocations [FKL+99, CFK99] incorporating even
resources of different types is the extension of the former example to provide an
interactive view on the measured data. Then the visualization system as well as
the experts using it and some processing power to recalculate the views on demand
has to be available at the same time.
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Figure 2.12: The Brazilian Regional Meteorological System (BRAMS) processed as
a Grid workflow.

2.3.1 Example Grid Workflows

Although Grid workflows are a rather new concept to model application, there are
already a couple of Grid workflow applications documented. In [LIF+99] a Grid
workflow is described combining an experiment with calculations and user inter-
action (microtomography experiment at a photon sources). It is mainly a loop of
performing the experiment, computational evaluation and gathering feedback by the
scientist how to adapt the next setup for the following experiment. The iGrid exper-
iment also features user interaction [HAB+06]. Four sites in Europe and America
were used to visualize huge data sets. Thus, for this experiment data storage, com-
pute capacity, and network bandwidth had to be allocated. Another example of
Grid workflows are splitted up parallel applications such that they can be run on
multiple sites. The Brazilian Regional Meteorological System (BRAMS) [SAN+07]
is a climatologically model of South America. By splitting up the actual climate
simulation from the statistical postprocessing a fine grained Grid workflow was de-
veloped [SGH+09]. For each simulated month, a short model preprocessing, the
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simulation itself and the statistical analysis is needed (see Figure 2.12). While the
simulation phase depends on the previous month’s simulation, the other two phases
depend only on the current month processing and may be executed on another site
in parallel to the simulation. The Wien2k Grid workflow simulates the behavior of
new materials on the sub-atom level [WSV+06]. It consists of a loop which spawns
a lot of small parallel jobs in each iteration. The Grid workflow to annotate proteins
presented in [OND04] is also mainly composed of small jobs. Zhao et al. discussed
the properties of six different Grid workflows in [ZWF+04] ranging from cosmic ray
studies to application in the domain of cognitive neuroscience.

2.3.2 Formalization

Basically, a Grid workflow w is a set of sub-jobs Jw. The dependencies between
the sub-jobs are expressed as a relation Dw ⊂ Jw × Jw where (j1, j2) ∈ Dw means
that sub-job j2 can only be executed after j1. The relation Dw must not contain
cycles, i.e., the transitive closure of Dw has to be a partial order. Otherwise, the
Grid workflow would have cycles and could not terminate.

Usually, dependencies exist between jobs as a job needs input from its predeces-
sors. The size of the data to be transferred, if the jobs are not executed on the same
resource, is cD,w(j1, j2). As this file transfer is a moldable job, only the amount of
data is specified and has to be translated in an actual network job with a duration
based on the available bandwidth between the resources. However, if j1 and j2 are
mapped to the same resource no transfer is needed at all and no network job will
be created. If no data has to be transferred between the two dependent jobs j1 and
j2, cD,w(j1, j2) is zero.

The relation Pw ⊂ Jw × Jw contains all co-allocation requirements. If there are
three sub-jobs j1, j2, and j3 with (j1, j2) ∈ Pw and (j2, j3) ∈ Pw, even if (j1, j3) is not
in the relation Pw both jobs have to be allocated at the very same time. Therefore,
the transitive closure of Pw has to be an equivalence relation. The equivalence
classes of this relation are the sets of sub-jobs to be executed at the very same
time, i.e., for all sub-jobs j in the equivalence class the parameter tstart(j) and dj
have to be the same. Additionally, as two jobs cannot be executed sequentially and
in parallel at the same time, the transitive closures of the relations Dw and Pw have
to be disjunctive.

Like sequential dependent jobs, co-allocated jobs may also need to exchange
information. However, in contrast to sequential jobs the co-allocated jobs are active
during the transmission. Thus, any delays of the message exchange would increase
the duration of the jobs. Therefore, not the amount of data to be transferred is
specified but the bandwidth needed to avoid delays due to congestions. If the jobs
j1 and j2 are mapped to different resources, a new network job will be created
with the same start time and duration as the co-allocated jobs j1 and j2 with
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Grid Workflow: w =< J,D, P, cD, cP >

J Set of jobs (see 2.2.1)
D ⊂ J × J ; Dependencies

(j1, j2) ∈ D ⇐⇒ j1 has to be executed before j2
P ⊂ J × J ; Co-Allocations

(j1, j2) ∈ P ⇐⇒ j1 has to be executed at the same time asj2
cD : D → N ; Amount of data to transfer (for dependency)
cP : P → N ; Bandwidth to reserve (during co-allocation)

Mapping of a Grid Workflow w: mw =< m, tstart, JN , c̃, d̃ >

m J ∪ JN → R; mapping of jobs to resources
tstart : J ∪ JN → T ; start time for each job
JN set of network jobs needed to transfer data

between dependent or co-allocated jobs
c̃ : JN → N ; allocated capacity for network transfers
d̃ : JN → T ; allocated duration for network transfers

Figure 2.13: Overview on the components of the Grid workflow definition.

the bandwidth cP,w(j1, j2). For co-allocated jobs mapped to the same resource,
sufficient bandwidth in the local network can be assumed.

Summarizing, a Grid workflow is specified by w =< J,D, P, cD, cP > (see Fig-
ure 2.13). The Grid workflow can also be seen as a graph with the nodes J , the
directed edges D ∪ P and edge labels cD ∪ cP . Like for single jobs, there is also
an arrival time tarr(w) at the Grid broker and the user may also specify a booking
interval with the start tbook−start(w) and end time tbook−end(w). The booking in-
terval has to be wide enough to fit the whole Grid workflow in. The lower limit for
the time needed to execute the Grid workflow is the critical path. The critical path
is the path in the Grid workflow graph with the highest summed execution time.
But a Grid workflow may need an even longer execution time than the critical path
predicts as some independent jobs have to be executed after each other due to the
lack of enough resources in parallel.

The Grid broker is connected to a number of resources R which have an inde-
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pendent resource management system each and are also used by other jobs than
the one submitted through the Grid broker. When a Grid workflow is submitted,
the Grid broker has to find a mapping of all sub-jobs in the Grid workflow to re-
sources of the required type, negotiate the start times for each sub-job and has to
create and map network jobs for data transfers if needed. The result is the tuple
< m, tstart, JN , c̃, d̃ > with the mapping of jobs to resource m : J ∪ JN → R, the
start time for each job tstart : J ∪ JN → T and the set of created network jobs JN
with their duration d̃ : JN → T and capacity c̃ : JN → N. The resource and time
mapping functions have to be total functions. Thus, the mapping and start time
configuration of the network jobs is also defined in m and tstart.

The mappings of all sub-jobs of the Grid workflow have to hold all the constraints
defined by the Grid workflow. To simplify the definition of these constraints an
additional injective mapping between the network jobs and the dependencies they
represent net : JN → Dw ∪ Pw is used:

• All jobs have to be within the booking interval.

∀j ∈ Jw : tstart(j) ≥ tbook−start(w) ∧ tstart(j) + dj ≥ tbook−end(w)

• Dependent jobs have to start after their predecessors.

∀d = (j1, j2) ∈ Dw : tstart(j1) + dj1 ≤ tstart(j2)

• For each dependency there is a network job, unless the dependent jobs were
booked on the same resource. If there is a network transfer between two de-
pendent sub-jobs, the predecessor can only start after the transfer is finished.

∀(j1, j2) ∈ Dw : m(j1) 6= m(j2) ∧ cD,w(j1, j2) > 0 ⇐⇒
∃jN ∈ JN : net(jN ) = (j1, j2)

∧c̃(jN ) · d̃(jN ) = cD,w(j1, j2)
∧tstart(jN ) + d̃(jN ) ≤ tstart(j2)
∧m(j1) = source(m(jN )) ∧m(j2) = target(m(jN ))

• All co-allocated jobs have the same start time and duration.

∀(j1, j2) ∈ Pw : tstart(j1) = tstart(j2) ∧ dj1 = dj2

• For each co-allocation dependency there is a network job unless the dependent
jobs were booked on the same resource. The network jobs have the same start
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time and duration as the co-allocated jobs.

∀(j1, j2) ∈ Pw : m(j1) 6= m(j2) ∧ cP,w(j1, j2) > 0 ⇐⇒
∃jN ∈ JN : net(jN ) = (j1, j2)

∧tstart(jN ) = tstart(j1) = tstart(j2)
∧d̃(jN ) = dj1 = dj2

∧c̃(jN ) = cP,w(j1, j2)
∧m(j1) = source(m(jN )) ∧m(j2) = target(m(jN ))

2.3.3 Heterogeneous Grid environment and moldable jobs

Introducing varying durations and capacities requires only few changes in the previ-
ous definitions. First of all, in the mapping of a Grid workflow < m, tstart, JN , c̃, d̃ >
the relations c̃ and d̃ now contain not only information about network jobs but all
jobs (see Figure 2.14). Furthermore, in the Grid workflow constraints dj has to be
substituted by the actual duration d̃(j).

In a homogeneous Grid without moldable jobs, the equivalence of the duration
dj of co-allocated sub-jobs can be assumed as given by the user or it can be easily
established by using the longest execution time for all co-allocated sub-jobs. How-
ever, in a heterogeneous Grid environment or one using moldable jobs, the actual
execution time of the sub-jobs cannot be predicted by the user or the Grid broker.
Still all jobs need to have the very same timing, even if one co-allocated job could be
finished much earlier due to a faster resource or more assigned capacity. The idea
of co-allocated jobs is that they work together, thus, jobs with more capacity or
faster resources may not finish earlier as they need the interaction with the other
co-allocated jobs. Therefore, the Grid broker may need to book more resources
than requested to pad all co-allocated sub-jobs to have the same duration. More
formally, if coalloc(j) denotes all elements of the equivalence class of j regarding
the transitive closure of the co-allocation relation P the mapping has to satisfy

∀j ∈ Jw : d̃w(j) = max
j′∈coalloc(j)

(d̃(j′))

2.3.4 Generating workloads containing Grid workflows

Although Grid workflows are already in use, there are still only a few traces of real
executions available. Therefore, a model to generate synthetic Grid workflows is
needed to evaluate the behavior of workflow enabled Grid brokers.
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Grid Workflow: w =< J,D, P, cD, cP >

J Set of jobs (see 2.2.1)
D ⊂ J × J ; Dependencies

(j1, j2) ∈ D ⇐⇒ j1 has to be executed before j2
P ⊂ J × J ; Co-Allocations

(j1, j2) ∈ P ⇐⇒ j1 has to be executed at the same time asj2
cD : D → N ; Amount of data to transfer (for dependency)
cP : P → N ; Bandwidth to reserve (during co-allocation)

Mapping of a Grid Workflow w: mw =< m, tstart, JN , c̃, d̃ >

m J ∪ JN → R; mapping of jobs to resources
tstart : J ∪ JN → T ; start time for each job
JN set of network jobs needed to transfer data

between dependent or co-allocated jobs
c̃ : J ∪ JN → N ; allocated capacity for all jobs
d̃ : J ∪ JN → T ; allocated duration for all jobs

Figure 2.14: In a heterogeneous Grid with moldable jobs a Grid workflow is defined
by a similar tuple as in the homogeneous case (compare Figure 2.13).
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In the parallel computer DAG4 scheduling domain established models exists to
generate synthetical workloads. A comprehensive overview on how to generate
DAGs to benchmark scheduling algorithms is presented in [KA99]. One of the
approaches was further refined in the INRIA OTaPHe DAG generator5 [NSC07,
AC08] and will be adapted here to generate Grid workflows. Without restricting
the overall nature of the generated DAGs, it assumes that all jobs or all nodes in
the Graph can be grouped in levels. Dependencies are only allowed between jobs
of different levels and only going from higher to lower level but not necessarily
between adjacent levels. All graphs fulfilling these requirements are acyclic. Hence,
the generator has only to decide how many jobs to generate for each level and then
which jobs will be connected. Therefore, the model has five parameters:

number of sub-jobs The number of sub-jobs, together with the duration and ca-
pacity distribution as discussed in Section 2.2.4 defines the workload of the
generated Grid workflow.

width The width parameter restricts the maximum parallelism in the Grid work-
flow. It denotes the maximum number of sub-jobs per level, i.e., small values
lead to simple chains of sub-jobs [AC08].

regularity The regularity adjusts the variation between the level widths. A value
of 1 means that each level has the same number of nodes while lower values
generate diverse level widths.

density The density controls the number of dependencies between the jobs. Dense
graphs contain a lot of dependencies, which reduces the freedom of the sched-
uler to place the individual jobs.

maximum jump level To avoid the generation of strictly leveled graphs, the depen-
dencies have to “jump” over multiple level. Setting the maximum jump level
to 1 together with a high density leads to the well known bulk synchronous
parallel (BSP) model [SHM97]. A high maximum jump level combined with
a low density creates rather independent sub graphs and thus not only jobs
on the same level can be executed in parallel.

Grid workflows provide also co-allocations. Hence, to generate Grid workflows,
co-allocations have to be added to the graph in a similar way like the sequential
dependencies. The number of co-allocations is adjusted by the co-allocation density.
There will be only co-allocation edges added between sub-jobs in the same level to
prevent the insertion of dependencies between sequential sub-jobs. Additionally, the

4directed acyclic graph
5http://www.loria.fr/~suter/dags.html
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network transfers along the dependencies and co-allocations have to be quantified.
Here the same distributions as discussed for compute jobs can be assumed [Bur04].

The job arrival process and the book-ahead time distribution discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2.4 is used to generate a sequence of Grid workflow submissions.

Altogether, this combination forms a new model to generate workloads. Because
it is based on well established models of related domains, it represents very likely the
behavior of future Grid systems supporting Grid workflow and advance reservation.

2.4 The Virtual Resource Manager - A Grid Resource
Manager

As discussed before, no Grid framework was available supporting advance reser-
vation and Grid workflows with co-allocations. So, the Virtual Resource Manager
(VRM)6 was developed to fill this gap using the mechanisms developed in this
thesis.

The VRM architecture helps to analyze the use of service level agreements (SLA)
within an inter-domain Grid setup. The SLAs in regard to guaranteed execution and
guaranteed deadlines are provided by advance reservation for all coupled resources
and guaranteed network transmissions.

The basic architecture consists of three entities:

administrative domain controller (ADC) As the Grid broker, the ADC is respon-
sible for a number of Grid resources.

active interface (AI) An adapter between the local RMS and the VRM infrastruc-
ture placed at each connected resources.

client A client may either be the end user or an adapter to other Grid infrastruc-
tures.

The ADC is the main component of the VRM architecture. It plays the role
of the Grid broker mediating between the client’s requests and the offers by the
AIs respectively resources. Each ADC is responsible for a set of resources, its ad-
ministrative domain. The administrative domains may be combined hierarchically.
In this case also ADCs are cascaded hierarchically. Each ADC is responsible for
one domain and an ADC managing a sub-domain is connected like an AI to the
upstream ADC.

Atomic job requests are just forwarded by the ADC to the resources and the
ADC books the best reservation on behalf of the client. The optimization criteria

6http://vrm.gridworkflow.net
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can be user specified, like costs or earliest start time, Grid specific, like load bal-
ancing or fragmentation avoidance, or ADC local, like the fastest solution. In the
case of Grid workflows, the ADC additionally takes care to decompose the Grid
workflow and to reserve all sub-jobs maintaining the workflow constraints. The
ADC furthermore monitors the workflow execution and may interact in dynamic
workflows or if an error occurred. Therefore, the algorithms developed in this thesis
are mostly implemented in the ADC.

The AI is the adapter between the VRM setup and the local resource management
system (RMS). It provides a communication interface for the ADC and has a direct
interface to the local RMS. Thus, the AI implementation is highly dependent on
the local RMS. In the case of an advance reservation capable local RMS, the AI just
forwards the ADC requests. If the local RMS does not provide advance reservation,
the AI can emulate it to some degree [BHL+06]. The AI is under complete control
of the resource operator. It may be used to enforce allocation strategies and can
be configured to reduce the information send to the ADC. A single AI can be part
of more than one administrative domain, e.g., because it is connected to competing
Grid broker.

The top level component in the VRM architecture is the client. The client con-
nects to the ADC and has the impression of a single huge virtual resource. The
client may also be another ADC in the hierarchical case or some other Grid man-
agement system.

There are two implementations of the VRM architecture. The first is called VRM
1.10 and combines the facilities for a real world setup with a simulation environment
using the same code base. The real setup provides AIs for the advance reservation
RMS OpenCCS7 and Crono8 as well as AIs with emulated advance reservation
support for OpenPBS9 and for unmanaged resources.

The other implementation is called VRM NG and is a lean reimplementation
focusing on the simulation of Grid setups. This simulator will be used for most of
the experimental evaluations in this thesis.

Both implementations use the same job description language, which will be dis-
cussed in more detail in Section 3.3.6 as part of the Grid workflow language taxon-
omy.

7https://www.openccs.eu/core/
8http://crono.sourceforge.net/
9http://www.openpbs.org/
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As discussed before, to benefit from the resource variety in the Grid, a Grid job is
composed of sub-jobs and utilizes more than one resource. Therefore, all resource
needs and dependencies between them have to be send in a single Grid workflow
request to the Grid management system. First, the user has to specify this Grid
workflow. Usually, a visual language or a modification of a well-known programming
language will be used. Each of the jobs of the Grid workflow is a building block in
this model.

In the next step, the Grid workflow must be transmitted to the workflow execu-
tion engine. Additionally, the Grid workflow may be passed between sub compo-
nents of the workflow engine. Therefore, a machine readable representation for the
workflow language is needed. This language should be extensible and well docu-
mented to ensure the interoperability between components of different suppliers as
well as between different versions of the components.

During the processing, the Grid workflow is also represented in some data struc-
tures within the workflow engine. This representation is often heavily influenced
by the language used to submit the job and vice versa.

Thus, three different views of the workflow language have been identified, each
depending on each other. The decision which language is used in each step is
one of the most crucial design decisions for a Grid workflow execution engine.
A taxonomy of Grid workflow languages will be developed in this chapter. This
taxonomy is aimed to support the developer of a Grid workflow system selecting
the appropriate language for his configuration.

In the next section, the term workflow language is defined together with a de-
scription on how the different representation can be incorporated into the concept
of a single language. Afterwards, related work on classifying programming lan-
guages and Grid workflow systems is presented before the main part containing the
proposed taxonomy. At the end, a number of well known Grid workflow languages
are categorized using the proposed systematic.

3.1 Workflow Language and Representations

As motivated before, a Grid workflow language may have a number of different
representations each used in another step of the workflow processing. The rep-
resentations can be visual ones, i.e., the Grid workflow is displayed as a graph.
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Another kind of representation is textual using a formal syntax. Classical program-
ming languages as well as XML-based workflow descriptions are in this category.
Storing the workflow information in a data structure in memory is also a representa-
tion. As there is little information available about the latter kind of representation,
the focus will be on the other two representation concepts.

These representations can be defined each as a single language on its own. For
all three kinds, there are formal methods available to define the syntax and even
the semantic of the models. But from the view of the software engineer designing a
Grid workflow engine, a package with a representation for each use case is needed.
Therefore, all representations have to be considered as a whole.

Therefore, a Grid workflow language is defined as follows:

A Grid workflow language is a formal systematic to define the jobs to be done by
the various resources in the Grid. The jobs are specified to such an extent
that an automatic system can recognize them and initiate their execution.

Furthermore, the workflow language could define: dependencies between the jobs,
workloads of the jobs, the resources to be used, and communication between the jobs
— if not treated as a job on its own. The Grid workflow language in this definition
is not directly connected with a single representation. The language rather defines
general properties all Grid workflows holds, if specified in this language. The Grid
workflow language can be seen as a container for a number of representations.

A representation of a Grid workflow language is a formal textual language, a for-
mal visual language, or a data structure definition. A Grid workflow language
may have multiple representation even of the same type. There must be a ho-
momorphism between each two representations of a Grid workflow language.

The latter means, that for each representation A and B there must be a morphism
to transform a model in representation A into a model in representation B. Fur-
thermore, there must be a matching morphism, such that the retransformation of
the model back into the representation A leads to a model equivalent to the original
one.

This would actually require a formal definition for each representation and fur-
ther a proof for each representation to be homomorphous in respect to the other
representations. Therefore, some indications are given, to informally check whether
two representations can be joined to form a Grid workflow language:

• There exists an informal method to translate a model from one representation
to the other without the lost of information.

• All elements of one representation have a matching counterpart in the other
representation. For example, this is likely the case if one is a visual language
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and the other is the XML-based representation of this language and each node
in the graph has a matching XML-tag.

Usually, all representations used within the same Grid middleware fulfill these re-
quirements and form a unique language. The informal translation function is then
provided by the store and load procedures of the Grid middleware.

3.2 Taxonomy of Grid Workflow Languages

In this section, the taxonomy will be presented after discussing related approaches
to classify systems and languages.

3.2.1 Related Work

With the upcoming of different implementations of Grid middleware, taxonomies
to compare them were developed, too.

In [YB05] a taxonomy for Grid workflow engines is presented. The focus of this
work is to classify the various Grid middleware systems to make them comparable.
Although this taxonomy also classifies the way how to specify the Grid workflow,
the focus is more on the technical properties of the middleware.

More recently Kertész and Kacsuk [AK06] developed a taxonomy to examine
how the concepts of Grid scheduling are spread among the available Grid middle-
ware. The taxonomy is very technology oriented, e.g., it uses the specific version of
the underlying Grid resource management system as criteria. On the other hand
QoS/SLA-related properties of the middleware are also mentioned. The authors
conclude with an analysis which concepts and technologies are more frequently
used.

Another base of the developed taxonomy are classification systems for languages
in general. One long standing is the ACM Computing Classification System (ACM
CCS)1 used to classify publications in computer science in general and, therefore,
also programming language related works. The ACM CCS was developed in 1982
and revised in 1998. It contains the sections “D.3.2 Language Classifications” and
“D.3.3 Language Constructs and Features” which broadly cover all concepts of pro-
gramming languages. Some of these properties will be reused in the new taxonomy.
Burnett and Baker [BB94] extended this classification to extend the coverage of
visual languages which are used often as a representation of a Grid workflow lan-
guage. They reduced the ACM CCS to contain only language related categories
and added two new. First, they distinguished between the way the language is rep-
resented either as diagram, iconic based or using a sequence of pictures. The other
addition is also applicable for Grid workflows, the distinction whether the syntax

1http://www.acm.org/about/class/1998
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and semantic of the language is formally defined or just informally described. There
are only few Grid workflow languages with a formal specification.

In [BD04] an overview on a number of systems using visual languages is pre-
sented. Five overlapping classes are presented to systemize the overview. Pure vi-
sual languages use only symbols and the layout to specify the program, while hybrid
languages combine symbols with textual descriptions. The other three classes fo-
cus on the programming model, which can be programming-by-example, constraint
oriented or form-based. In [Mye90] an even greater number of visual programming
environments is compared.

Bottoni and Grau propose in [BG04] a basic meta-model to describe and classify
visual languages. This basic meta-model is then refined for four different language
classes: Connections based, multipartite graphs, containment based, and other
languages based on spatial relations. They also show how these meta-models can
be applied to hybrid languages belonging to more than one class.

3.2.2 Language Properties

The definition of Grid workflow languages differentiated between the general lan-
guage and its representations. Hence, there are properties holding for all repre-
sentations and some properties specific to some kind of representations. First,
the general language properties are analyzed. Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 give an
overview on all language properties described in the following section.

Base Concept There are a number of basic concepts known to describe the behav-
ior of a program. As in most programming languages the behavior may be arranged
as a sequential list of orders or as a more complex control flow. Another view on
the behavior is to describe the data flow between the jobs of the Grid workflow -
which implies the ordering of the execution. There are also combined techniques
using state transitions. In this case, either the states or the transitions denote the
jobs of the Grid workflow. A close idea are the rule based models. The current data
and state is modeled as a set and there are a number of rules, which eventually can
be applied to some subset and change the elements, add new elements, or delete
elements of the set describing the state. Therefore, each application of a rule is a
job of the Grid workflow.

Resource Allocation Model There are different ways to specify the actual resource
usage. First of all, there is the distinction between languages that specify the actual
executing resource and languages that leave the mapping of the jobs to the available
resources up to the Grid broker. These different views are called concrete workflow
and abstract workflow, respectively [FPV04, MQWF06]. Some systems use concrete
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Figure 3.1: The language properties in the taxonomy (Part 1)
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Figure 3.2: The language properties in the taxonomy (Part 2)
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or abstract workflows, only. While other consists of a mapping step producing a
concrete workflow based on the current state of the Grid and an abstract workflow.

The same question arise for the job description of the job itself. It can be either
given as a concrete command line specified together with the environment to use or
just an abstract description of the job to be done by any application the Grid broker
selects for this description. Well known examples of the latter one are Gridservices.
Here the user just selects the operation to be done, but don’t have to cope with the
formulation of the correct command line for the specific platform.

Whether to specify the duration of each job in advance is a widely discussed
problem in the area of scheduling. Even having a concrete workflow containing
concrete job descriptions, the user may not know how long each execution will last.
In some languages a fixed time has to be specified, in some a normalized duration
is used to calculate the duration on heterogeneous resources, or the language has
no mean to specify the execution time. In the later case, some Grid middleware
use the job description to predict the duration [JSK+04]

Even data flow oriented languages, which obviously need to specify the data
transfer, have varying means to describe it. First of all, there are languages which
have no mean to specify data transfer at all. Other languages indicate a data
transfer but do not specify the amount of data to be transferred. The last category
of language provides also means to specify the amount of data to be transferred.

The idea of the Grid is to couple heterogeneous resources. Therefore, there is
also a need to specify the actual requirements of each job. This can be done using
a dictionary, which contains the major platforms and other requirements a job may
have, with semantic web technology to reason about the equivalence of the job
requirements and the resource description, or by specifying a set of resources the
user already know.

Control Structures All languages have some way to express sequential and parallel
execution even if it is implicit as in the data flow or rule based languages.

But not all languages know conditional executions and loops. In some languages
the direct output of the jobs can be used, e.g., the return code of a command.
Other languages can even evaluate complex boolean terms for the conditions using
the output files or other sources. These two ways to express conditions may also be
used for loops. Furthermore, there can be loops with a fixed amount of iterations or
loops which process one file per iteration out of a set of input files. Some languages
allow executing the iteration of a loop in parallel.

Workflow languages without conditional executions obviously lack interactivity,
the other languages can either just react on the output of the jobs in the Grid
workflow or even depend on interactive user input during the run time.

A special kind of control structure is the requirement to start two or more jobs at
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the very same time or such that they overlap to a given degree. These co-allocations
are not always available in the languages.

Most jobs of Grid workflows specify some elaborated, scientific computation. But
often also primitive operations for pre- and postprocessing jobs are included in the
Grid workflow. In some languages it is possible to specify such operations at the
language level while other require the user to set up a job with all command line
information needed on its own.

Data Transfer Each job can be a parallel program on itself, thus it may be helpful
for the scheduler at the resource level to know about the intrajob communication.

The same holds for the Grid level, where the interjob communication has to be
modeled, too. There are multiple ways to do it, also depending on the description
the resource usage. In some models only the amount of data or the incoming or
outgoing bandwidth requirements per job are described.

Other languages declare input and output files. The files are usually given by their
name and/or location during the job execution. In some languages the transfer has
to be explicitly specified. Some languages also cope with the problem to store the
data if there is a gap in time between predecessor and successor.

Some Grid workflows use a shared data repository, like a data base. If some of
the jobs write and some read, the rules for concurrent access have to be modeled.

Quality of Service One of the main researched aspects of quality of service (QoS)
are time constraints like deadlines. In advance reservation systems, an earliest start
time can be specified, too. The definition can be either on workflow or job level or
on both levels.

In the area of organizational workflows, exceptions — failure handling routines
for unpredicted workflow behavior — are widely spread. In the Grid workflow
domain, they are not as important because the Grid broker is usually in charge to
control the correct workflow execution.

More common are rescue workflows which can simply be based on conditional
execution phases or due to a specific expression in the language. These rescue
workflows are executed if something went wrong within a job execution. These
techniques can be further distinguished whether they support only program failures
of the job or problems of the resource such as memory shortage or unexpected
shutdowns, too.

There is also a number of additional QoS parameter a user can require. The user
may ask for security certifications of the site or a specific availability. Even, the
restriction to a specific set of trustworthy or non-competing resource operator is
possible.

All properties discussed before are used to specify the user’s requirements. If
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some kind of service level agreement (SLA) will be made between the user and
the Grid broker, the details of this SLA have to be included in an answer of the
Grid broker. For example, the answer may contain reservation dates for the time
constraints or information on the mapping if the user asked for a specific one.

Semantic In order to know what each element in the language means, the semantic
has to be defined, too. Only few Grid workflow languages have a formal specified
behavior semantic. Other languages specify at least explicit the expected behavior,
while most just use an informal description to implicitly specify the semantic.

The same holds for the job descriptions and the job requirements. If the job is
described abstract, there has to be some definition of what exactly is meant with
the description. On the other hand if the job is given as a specific command line
usually a very specific description of the required execution environment is needed.

3.2.3 Representation Properties

Additional to the language properties, properties can be used, which may vary
even between representations of the same language. Two general representation
properties are introduced while a more detailed view on the representations is left
for a future refinement of the taxonomy.

Syntax As the definition of the semantic for the whole language is usually just
given as an informal description, the same holds for the syntax of most repre-
sentations. Again there are three levels: formal specified, specified, or informal
described.

Transformation between Representations The definition of a workflow language
required homomorphous transformations between the representations. The ques-
tion is again the grade of formality: formal specified, specified, or informal de-
scribed.

For each type of representation further classification could be applied. These
properties can be used to decide which language to use if all Grid workflow lan-
guage specific parameters are comparable. As will be shown in the next section,
the analyzed Grid workflow languages already show significant differences on the
language level. Therefore, to representation properties are left here and are left for
future research.
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3.3 Examples of Grid Workflow Languages

To assess the taxonomy, a number of Grid workflow languages of well known Grid
broker have been classified. Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 show a detailed overview on
all languages. The classified Grid workflows languages and their key feature are
discussed on the following section.

3.3.1 YAWL - Yet another workflow language

The name of the workflow language “Yet Another Workflow Language” (YAWL)
depicts that the problem of defining a broadly accepted workflow language is also
known in the business workflow area. Although YAWL is not a Grid workflow
language, this language is included as it is often used as reference and combines a
lot of features of business workflow languages.

The key feature of this language is that it’s semantic is formally specified based on
the Petri Net concept [vdAtHKB03, vdAtH05]. Therefore, some execution property
can be proved beforehand. For example one can calculate all possible end states of
the workflow and detect deadlocks.

Only minor adjustments are needed for the classification. The language models
jobs for humans, therefore, the command line is just a textual description of what
should be done and condition can also be expressed informally.

3.3.2 AGWL and CGWL

Fahringer et al. introduced the concept of splitting the Grid workflow description
into an abstract — modeling oriented — part to be used by the end user and a
concrete part containing all execution details [FPV04]. This concept leads to two
separate languages AGWL for abstract Grid workflows and CGWL for concrete
Grid workflows. Both languages are classified together as they share most proper-
ties.

The user provides the abstract description which is transformed during the re-
source selection and scheduling phase into a concrete workflow. Then, the concrete
Grid workflow can be executed using a simple Grid broker.

Both languages are represented most often textual in a XML document, but
AGWL can also be specified in a UML-like language. By supporting XSLT expres-
sions for conditional executions, this language provides a powerful tool to change
the Grid workflow behavior based on the output of sub-jobs.

In [MQWF06], mechanisms are discussed how the vague descriptions of Grid
workflows with variable loop iterations can be transformed in a static workflow.
The authors propose to predict the number of executions and use this prediction
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Figure 3.3: Overview on the classified languages (Part 1)
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Figure 3.4: Overview on the classified languages (Part 2)
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during the scheduling. As they do not give any guarantees, a wrong prediction
leads only to a rescheduling of the Grid workflow but no SLA violation.

3.3.3 GJobDL

Inspired from the ideas of van der Aalst’s business workflow language [vdAtH05]
(see also Section 3.3.1), Hoheisel et al. developed a petri net based Grid workflow
language. In general, each transition represents a job of the Grid workflow while
each place represents a specific file. The jobs of the petri nets may be further
refined by substituting a transition by a sub petri net. At variance with petri nets
the transitions have two sets of output places. One is filled if the job was executed
successfully and the other if the program terminated with an error code. If both
sets are specified, both sets have to provide places for the same output files. Using
this technique, not only failure situations can be handled within the Grid workflow
but it also provides a powerful tool for conditional executions and loops.

The actual mapping of the job execution as well as the storage of the files is done
by the Grid workflow manager. The language is used in the Grid workflow manager
of Fraunhofer FIRST and in the CoreGrid initiative [Hoh06, GHBM06].

The petri net is an elementary net system, i.e., a place can contain only zero or
one token [RT86]. In the context of the Grid workflow a place contains a token if
the file it represents is available for processing. This idea makes the resulting petri
net more readable for non-experts in perti nets. But it also limits the parallelism
as there has to be a place for each parallel processing thread.

Due to the formal base for the semantic of the workflow description, a Grid
workflow compositor may apply formal checks before submitting the Grid workflow.
For example, the lifeness as well as all reachable end states can be checked.

A well defined textual representation based on the petri net markup language and
a visual representation used in the Grid workflow composition tools are available.

3.3.4 GridAnt

GridAnt2 is an extension of the Apache Ant build tool [AvLH+04]. The Ant lan-
guage already provides a very flexible way to formulate a lot of jobs [TB02]. For
the Grid the two main additions are tags to execute a Grid service and to transfer
files between Grid sites. The GridAnt language is widely used together with the
popular Globus toolkit. Inherited from the Ant language GridAnt provides very
powerful conditions and loops as well as failure handling mechanisms.

GridAnt has only a textual representation which extends the XML-based syntax
of ant.

2http://www.globus.org/cog/projects/gridant/
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3.3.5 Unicore

Intel’s Grid Programming Environment (GPE)3 formerly known as Unicore4 started
as a helper to execute single jobs on distributed parallel computer. It was shortly
after extended to support Grid workflows [Erw02]. This language is used to describe
concrete workflows. The user can define for each sub-job the specific computer to
execute it. File transfers have to be specified manually, too. But the workflow
language provides also means for conditional execution as well as loops.

The user models the Grid workflow graphically. In the control flow graph, loops
and conditions are represented as a single block which can be refined by sub control
flow graphs.

3.3.6 VRM

The Grid workflow language used in the virtual resource manager (VRM, see Sec-
tion 2.4) is based on the concepts of AGWL and CGWL (see Section 3.3.2). The
language was extended to provide arbitrary DAGs and not only hierarchical com-
positions of parallel and sequential execution.

Additionally, in the VRM language an overall workflow deadline as well as ex-
pected execution times for each job can be specified. This enables the VRM Grid
broker to guarantee this workflow deadline. Together with a bandwidth managed
network and specified worst case file sizes, the VRM takes also file transfer times
into account. The language can be used by the user to describe abstract workflows
as well as by the Grid broker to answer with a specific mapping of the Grid workflow
including the start times of all jobs.

The language provides also elements for conditions and loops, but as these are
not supported by the execution engine they are excluded in the taxonomy.

The main representation of the language is a textual representation based on
XML.

3.4 Evaluation of the Taxonomy

In this section a new taxonomy to classify Grid workflow languages was presented.
A good taxonomy contains no redundant properties and categories. On the other
hand it is specific enough to distinguish all important differences.

The classification of a number of example languages as presented in the pre-
vious section showed that all distinguishable properties of these languages were
represented by the taxonomy. At the same time there were no unused classes or
properties were the classification always correlated with other properties.

3http://gpe4gtk.sourceforge.net/
4http://www.unicore.eu/
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3.4 Evaluation of the Taxonomy

Summarizing, the presented taxonomy is a handy tool to select a Grid workflow
language. In this thesis, it is assumed that the Grid broker uses a Grid work-
flow language with abstract Grid workflows, but rather detailed job descriptions
(run time, capacity to be used, and resource type), workflow level deadlines, co-
allocations, and interjob communication specified. For the experiments the VRM
Grid workflow language was used.
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A user submitting a Grid workflow to a Grid management system is most likely
waiting to get the response. Especially, if the user requested a guaranteed service
level like a deadline, the user wants a direct feedback. If the Grid workflow is
rejected, he may need to adjust his personal work plan or need to coordinate with
co-workers.

A fast, but reliable admission of Grid workflows is the goal of the online schedul-
ing. As given service level agreements are binding after the acceptance of the Grid
workflow, the Grid management system must only accept if a valid set of reserva-
tions for all sub-jobs of the Grid workflow have been found. However, as the online
scheduling should be fast, it can’t traverse the whole search space for the placement
of each sub-job. Therefore, the online scheduler may reject a Grid workflow if it
cannot find fast enough an allocation for all sub-jobs although enough capacity to
process all sub-jobs is available.

The online scheduling is restricted to the currently submitted Grid workflow.
Hence, Grid workflows arriving in the future are unknown and their requirements
are not considered. Grid workflows and other jobs, already admitted at the Grid
broker or locally submitted to the resources, are considered unchangeable. They
cannot be postponed, moved to other resources, or even canceled in favor of the
new Grid workflow.

In the following chapter, ways to measure the quality of an online scheduler are
discussed and a new protocol for the communication between the Grid broker and
the resources is presented. Then two general approaches to the online scheduling
problem are analyzed: Greedy algorithms using domain specific knowledge and
general heuristic solver for optimization problems. At the end, these algorithms are
compared using simulations.

4.1 What is a Good Online Scheduler?

Focusing on the admission of a single Grid workflow, any mapping of the sub-
jobs holding all constraints of the Grid workflow is acceptable. Although the user
perspective differs here, due to the definition of the online scheduling problem, a
rejection is acceptable, too.

Therefore, the evaluation has to monitor not only single but a number of Grid
workflow admissions. One goal of the user as well as of the Grid operator is to
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reduce the number of rejections. Especially, unnecessary rejections, when enough
capacity is left, but the online scheduling could not find it. A close related measure
is the average utilization of the resources that obviously correlates with the rejection
rate.

To improve these measures, one can use a more efficient algorithm to reduce
the unnecessary rejections or try to place the reservations such that they do not
block future requests. The second option obviously requires an oracle for the future
jobs. Nonetheless, the scheduling algorithm may use the fragmentation measure
introduced in Section 2.2.3 or it may place the jobs such that it can answer the
following requests more efficient.

As stated before, one of the key properties of online scheduling algorithms is the
run time. The scheduler should calculate an answer very quickly, even if the Grid
is highly loaded or the Grid workflow gets complex.

The Grid model, as defined in the previous chapter, assumes some lack of trust
between the Grid operator and the resource owner. Therefore, the resource owner
wants to hide as much information as possible. An online scheduling algorithm has
to adapt to this requirement by reducing the number of requests send to the re-
sources. Additionally, the resources may answer only with incomplete information,
not revealing all allocation possibilities. The online scheduling algorithm has to be
robust against such lack of information.

4.2 Admission Protocol

The Grid broker and the resources are independent entities. Therefore, a negoti-
ation protocol is needed to agree on reservations. The reservation protocol plays
a key role to achieve the goal of information hiding. Thus, it should restrict the
information exchanged during the negotiation and it should enable the resources to
independently choose how much information they publish. On the other hand, the
protocol has to provide all information necessary to efficiently schedule the Grid
workflow and its co-allocations. Furthermore, the negotiated agreement must be
reliable for both partners.

Multiple protocols have been proposed to reserve Grid workflows, all using the
basic concept of a two-phase-commit [CFK99, KM05, ME05, TNK+08, WSV+06,
MRMK06]. In the first phase, each required resource is preliminary reserved. If
this was successful for each sub-job, the reservations are committed. Otherwise a
new mapping of resources will be preliminary reserved or the admission is canceled.
If no information about the local load of the resources is known in advance, this
protocol will need a lot of iterations until a valid mapping is found for all sub-jobs.

Hasselmeyer showed in [Has07] that the negotiation of a SLA reduce the infor-
mation flow between the Grid broker and the resources. He argues that a protocol
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Resource (AI in the VRM architecture)Grid broker (ADC in the VRM architecture)User
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Select
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probe
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probe
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response
PROBE RESPONSE

PROBE RESPONSE

Forall matching AIs
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Figure 4.1: A probe request of a client can either be forwarded to the participating
resources or roughly answered by the Grid broker itself.

asking very specific questions regarding the availability at a specific time gives the
resources more privacy than a general Grid monitoring service with global knowl-
edge. In [WSV+06] the two-phase-commit was extended such that the resources
offer alternatives if the preliminary reservation is not possible. The HARC co-
scheduler even uses the paxos commit protocol which is a generalization of the
two-phase-commit [MRMK06].

In [RSR06, RR06] another approach is presented to increase the chance to suc-
cessfully reserve the whole Grid workflow. In this protocol all resources are probed
first, i.e., each sub-job is send to all resources. The resources answer with non-
binding reservation candidates for the sub-jobs and the Grid broker uses these
reservation candidates to calculate a mapping for the whole Grid workflow. If no
local job arrived in-between the probe and the actual reservation, all parts of this
mapping will be successfully reserved. A similar approach was presented by Singh
et al. [SKD06, SKD07]. Here the resources return so-called slots indicating contin-
uous blocks of available resources. These blocks are then used for the scheduling of
the Grid workflow.

Combining both approaches — the two-phase-commit and the probing for pos-
sible reservation candidates — leads to an efficient and robust reservation protocol
for Grid workflows. In the following subsections the communication between a bro-
ker and multiple resources and the communication between a user and (possibly
multiple) broker(s) is described.
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Figure 4.2: The reservation protocol between the broker and the local resources as
well as between the user and the Grid broker.
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4.2.1 Communication between a Grid Broker and Resources

The admission protocol is started by a reservation request send by the client. The
following communication between the Grid broker and resources as well as internal
actions is shown in the right side of Figure 4.2. The protocol can be separated
into three phases which correspond to the marked vertical boxes between the Grid
broker and the resources. These phases are the probe phase (steps 1 and 2), the
preliminary reservation phase (steps 3 and 4) and the commit/cancel phase (steps
5 a, b and c). Each step corresponds to a message sent in either direction.

1. Probe Request. The Grid broker sends for each sub-job a probe request to all
suitable resources specifying the constraints given by the user.

2. Probe Response. The requested local resource management systems (RMS)
checks in the local schedule how the request could be fulfilled. Each RMS
constructs a number of reservation candidates matching the requirements,
i.e., containing specific values for the number of CPUs, the start time, or the
guaranteed bandwidth. Each reservation candidate may be further rated with
respect to how well it fits into the known workload of the resource, e.g., using
the fragmentation measure presented in Section 2.2.3.

3. Reservation. Using the information from the probe responses, the Grid bro-
ker can now select the reservation candidates which comply with all workflow
constraints. The allocation takes not only the user given requirements and
the scheduling strategy of the Grid broker into account, but also the prefer-
ences given by the local resource management systems (the rating associated
with each reservation candidate). All selected resources are now asked for a
preliminary reservation.

4. Reservation Ok or Reservation Failed. The local resource manager tries to
incorporate the reservation into their schedule and informs the Grid broker
about the result of the operation. Additionally, a timeout period will be
negotiated until which the preliminary reservation will be held up.

5a. Reservation Commit. After all required resources are preliminarily reserved;
the Grid broker commits all reservations.

5b. Reservation Rollback. If a single reservation fails, all former successful reser-
vations will be canceled and a new reservation candidate without the failed
resource will be calculated. The processing continues with step 3.

5c. Timeout. If the Grid broker does not respond within a given time, the local
resource management system automatically cancels the preliminary reserva-
tion.
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Using a probe request, the Grid broker is now able to create a set of resources
to request, which will, with a high probability, accept the reservation. However,
whether a resource accepts a reservation or not, depends on the current status of
the resource, which may have changed, after the probe answer was send. In general,
probing will reduce the number of reservation requests send out until one succeeds.
But by answering a probe request with all possible reservation candidates, a resource
provides more detailed information about its current status than what can be de-
rived from standard resource monitoring services [MCC04, CKFF01]. However,
each resource can decide on its own how much information it will make available.
For example, it can only send back a few reservation candidates despite of the fact
that more would be free. This can be used to enforce local scheduling policies and
may prevent Grid brokers from reconstructing the precise local utilization.

In a heterogeneous environment, the resources also adjust the duration of the
jobs according to their specific performance and send it back as part of the probe
answer. Similarly, for a moldable job the speed-up function p will be passed to the
resources in the probe request. Now the resources can test the whole combinatorial
space of reserved capacity and duration to fit the job into their schedule. Therefore,
the probe answer now also contains information on how the job was molded to fit
into the schedule.

4.2.2 Communication between a User and Grid Brokers

The protocol between a user and Grid brokers (left sides of Figure 4.1 and Fig-
ure 4.2) is essentially the same protocol as between a Grid broker and the resources.
This reuse is motivated by the observation that a user has just the same objectives
regarding the Grid broker as the Grid broker regarding the underlying resources.
The protocol reuse also allows the building of hierarchical administrative domains
without further additions to the Grid broker.

However, the probe phase in the communication between a user and a broker is
not shown in Figure 4.2. Although, a user could perform this step and create a
precise Grid workflow reservation request, he does not need to do so. These steps
are automatically done by the broker. Similarly to a Grid broker trying to reserve
resources at different locations, a user may contact different brokers and select the
preliminary co-reservation which fits his needs best. This selection process is limited
by a timeout, too. It not only forces a user to make a decision about the preferred
co-reservation, but also prevents that preliminary reservations remain if the user
forgets about the reservation or a Grid broker is broken down. How reasonable
timeouts should be set is discussed in detail in Section 4.6.2.
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4.2.3 Level of Commitment vs. Information Hiding

The three steps of the protocol also reflect three levels of commitment of both
parties involved. This is discussed using the negotiation between Grid broker and
resources but also applies in the same way to the communication between the end
user and the Grid broker.

The first phase, the probing, does not imply any obligations. The data sent
by the resource does not have to be reliable. The protocol is designed to handle
outdated probe answers. The resource can send less reservation candidates than
available and it is even allowed to send wrong reservation candidates in order to
protect the resource’s privacy. The Grid broker on the other hand is also not bond
in any way that it will finally reserve the requested sub-job at this specific resource.

In the next step, the preliminary reservation, both parties agree on a specific
reservation setup. Now the resource has to make sure to be able to process the
sub-job as requested. This also implies that the information about the available
capacity has to be reliable. Furthermore, the local RMS has to block the resources
for the given time span. The Grid broker is now slightly bound to this preliminary
reservation but it can still cancel the reservation. Therefore, in this phase the
commitment is imbalanced privileging the Grid broker. This imbalance is at least
timely restricted by the commit time out. Additionally, the resource may impose a
cancelation fee to get at least some reward for holding the preliminary reservation
and to restrict redundant reservations.

The last phase leads to the full commitment of both parties. For the resource
there is no difference to the previous phase, but the Grid broker now guarantees
to process the sub-job as negotiated, too. Both parties may again agree on a
cancelation fee as either the resource may break down or the job may get canceled
by the end user. How the Grid broker can react, if a resource cancels a reservation
is discussed in Chapter 6. Additionally, the Grid broker now knows also a bit more
about the state of the resource as it can say for sure that the resource is booked
for the given time and can use this information in its future scheduling decisions.

4.3 Related Algorithms

Using the admission protocol, the Grid broker can now determine a mapping of the
Grid workflow. Although no algorithms are available yet that can be used to book
Grid workflows containing co-allocations in an advance reservation system without
global knowledge, many techniques were developed for similar environments. Fig-
ure 4.3 gives an overview on the related work that will be discussed in detail in the
following section.

Coordinated access to multiple Grid resources at the same time was identified
early as a key feature of the Grid. Czajkowski, Foster, and Kesselman discussed
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[Röb08, RSW04, RSR06] Grid x x x x - x x - linear programming

[ZBN+04] Webservices x - - - x - - x integer programming

[CDPEV05] Webservices x - - - x - - x integer programming

[BBES05] Grid x x x - x x x x integer programming

[SKD06] Grid x x x x - x - - genetic algorithm, list scheduler disjunctive "slots"

[SKD07] Grid x - x x x x - - genetic + HEFT only mapping, timing by HEFT, disjunctive "slots"

[AC08] Cluster x x x x - x - x CPA

[ZS06] Grid x - x - - - - x HEFT expand duration to avoid kills

[WSV+06] Grid - - x x - - - - HEFT, genetic, myoptic resources offer alternatives

[YB06a, YB06b] Grid x - x - x - - x genetic algorithm only mapping, timing added later

[YBT+05] Grid x - x - x - - x cluster graph, Markov decission process

[Cas08] Grid x - x x - - x x computational geometry

[CFK99] Grid - - - x - x x - best effort simple co-allocator

[DSS+05] Grid x - - x - - - x best effort schedule/mapping horizon

[Bur04] Network x x x x - x x x k-Path

[FFR+04] Network x x x x - x x x best effort

Figure 4.3: Overview on related approaches to Grid workflow online scheduling

the benefits of co-allocations and presented a basic co-allocation scheme based on
multiple batch resource management systems [CFK99]. On the other hand, the
idea of splitting up a Grid job in a sequence of sub-jobs and schedule each part
individually derived from the Cluster and webservice domain.

In the webservice domain, a workflow of webservice accesses has to be mapped to
the provider where each provider provides only a subset of the needed webservices,
guarantees different QoS parameter, or differs in the costs. In contrast to Grid
scheduling, the webservice mapping is constant over a series of instances of the
same workflow. Thus, a workflow mapping lasts a similar if not even longer time
as a scientific Grid job while each instance has only a very short runtime. This
allows also statistical properties, e.g., the availability or average processing time for
a workflow instance.

Integer programming is a widely used approach for mapping in this area [ZBN+04].
Integer programming requires linear optimization functions, i.e., QoS metrics, cost
function, and aggregation function if more than one goal should be reached. Genetic
algorithms have been used for webservice mapping to overcome this limitation at
the cost of a longer algorithm runtime [CDPEV05]. A similar encoding as discussed
in Section 4.5.2 was used in this work, although the time dimension (advance reser-
vation) and co-allocation requirements have been omitted in the webservice domain.

In the webservice and cluster domain, a global view on the state of the provider
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is necessary to calculate the complex QoS metrics. Some researchers also assume
such a global knowledge during the design of their Grid workflow scheduler.

Yu et al. presented an approach in [YBT+05], where the workflow was clustered
to combine all sequential parts to a single node in the graph (the process was
called partitioning). A time frame for each of the nodes in the graph is calculated
by dividing up the overall available time in proportion to the minimum processing
time. Their model also included different costs for the resource utilization, thus first
all non-combined nodes are scheduled within their assigned time frame according
to the lowest cost. Then the parts of the combined nodes are scheduled together
minimizing the total costs of all jobs combined in a node, i.e., of all nodes in the
sequence without branches. In [YB06a, YB06b] a genetic algorithm was compared
with this heuristic. To simplify the problem encoding, only the mapping between
sub-jobs and resources was used in the genetic algorithm. In a post-processing
step, the actual start time was added to each sub-job according to the mapping
and precedence relation.

Castillo developed a scheduling algorithm for advance reservation environments
based on computational geometry [Cas08]. In this approach, other reservations
are considered explicitly and not as in the previously presented works only due to
varying cost or QoS metrics. Each time frame of free resources is depicted in a two-
dimensional diagram as a point with the start time on the negative y-axe and the
end time on the x-axe. The same marking can be done for the job to be scheduled.
A point is defined as fully containing another point if both x and y values are
smaller and this leads to a new representation of the scheduling problem: Find a
position for the point representing the job such that it is contained in at least one
of the points for the free blocks. This problem can now be solved geometrically as
all potential positions of the job point are on a line parallel to the diagonal. This
approach for single jobs was extended to support co-allocations. Here it already
lost the elegance of this solution. A Grid workflow scheduler based on this concept
would be very complex.

A QoS-aware Grid workflow scheduler was developed by Brandic et al. [BBES05]
handling heterogeneous and moldable jobs with time and cost constraints. Two
scenarios are considered. In the first stage, full information on the state of the
resources is available. This allows calculating an optimal schedule for all parts
in advance using integer programming. Alternatively, if the resource state is not
available or changes during the execution, the authors propose to switch back to a
dynamic scheduling, i.e., to schedule only when they become ready without advance
reservation. The latter method is done using a probe message to query the best
schedule candidate from the resources, but without the following two-phase commit.

Another approach to mix planning the whole Grid workflow in advance and
reserve on demand is implemented in the Pegasus framework [DSS+05]. A schedule
and mapping horizon is introduced. The schedule horizon determines the jobs to
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be reserved at the local resource manager. As the time goes on more and more
sub-jobs are within the schedule horizon and are submitted to the resources. In
each step the scheduling algorithm can be called again to determine a new mapping
of the unscheduled sub-jobs. Here the mapping horizon restricts the sub-jobs to
consider, as a plan for all future sub-jobs may be too vague. This system is not
able to provide guarantees, but can cope with a very dynamic system.

Much less related work is available without the assumption of a global view on
the state of every resource in the Grid. In the previous section (Section 4.2) the
proposed protocols to handle the uncertainty due to the lack of information were
already discussed. Now, the algorithms to schedule Grid workflow based on these
protocols are presented.

In the information dissemination protocol by Singh et al., the resources pro-
vide information by sending continuous blocks of free capacity to the Grid bro-
ker [SKD06, SKD07]. Based on this information a genetic algorithm is used to
determine the placement of the moldable sub-jobs. In [SKD07] the costs for the
execution and booking are optimized, too. The authors even propose a scheme
to include the costs due to the fragmentation. The result of the optimization is
only the allocation of a set of free blocks as provided by the resources. The list
scheduling algorithm HEFT is then used to determine the actual start time of the
sub-jobs within these free blocks. The HEFT algorithms will be introduced in detail
in Section 4.4.3.

Wieczorek et al. extended the Askalon Grid workflow scheduler to support ad-
vance reservation [WPF05, WSV+06]. However, the reservations are not done in
the sense of a SLA. The reservations are rather an intended start time negotiated
between the workflow scheduler and the resources. Although the resources are not
bound to the reservation, the authors showed that their approach let to a better
predictability, performance, and resource fairness than without reservation.

Röblitz extended the idea of Grid workflows to generic co-allocations (co-reser-
vations) which may impose arbitrary relations between the sub-jobs, e.g., prece-
dence relations, requiring the very same execution time, but also partly overlap-
ping [Röb08, RSW04, RSR06]. The system model also assumes heterogeneous re-
sources, moldable jobs, and resources hiding as much information as possible. The
resources process batch jobs and reservations at the same time. Thus, they can
plan a reservation at nearly any time by postponing batch jobs, but the perfor-
mance for the batch jobs is impacted by the timing of the reservations. Therefore,
the parameter space between the probe answers as discussed in the previous section
can be interpolated. Linear programming is used to determine an optimal solution
regarding the interpolated rating specified in the probe answers.

The specific problem of reserving moldable jobs of a workflow in an environment
with queued jobs is discussed in [AC08]. The authors used a cluster computer, but
the results can be partly adapted for Grid workflow scheduling. For the planning of
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the workflow the CPA [RG01] algorithm is used. The algorithm starts by assigning
only the minimum resource requirements to each sub-job, e.g., only one CPU per
job. Then it starts to add more resources to the sub-jobs on the critical path until
no more resources are available. This algorithm is rather aggressive in a mixed
environment. It tends to block resources and postpones, therefore, batch jobs.
Three ways are discussed to reduce the impact by restricting the maximum number
of resources used and reach fairness between reserved and queued jobs.

A complete different model of Grid workflows is used in [ZS06]. In this model,
the user specifies the Grid workflow with estimated runtimes for each sub-job and a
global deadline, too. But based on the practical experiences from the operation of
a compute center, these runtime estimations are not considered trustworthy. Thus,
an algorithm is presented to schedule a Grid workflow such that its sub-jobs are
equally distributed over the whole time frame given by the deadline. If a sub-
job now exceeds its assigned compute time, the following jobs do not need to be
postponed or even rescheduled.

Another related area is the advance reservation scheduling in the network. As
each stream reserved in the network uses a chain of network links, each reservation
is a co-allocation of multiple resources [Bur04, FFR+04]. However, in this domain
global knowledge on the state of each resource is assumed and without much over-
head a rerouting of a reservation even if it is already started is possible. Nonetheless,
the co-allocation problem is still very complex and in order to reduce the scheduling
time Burchard proposed the k-path allocation scheme. For each possible combina-
tion of end points in the network the k shortest path are determined beforehand
and during the allocation process only these path are checked for sufficient free
bandwidth in the requested time frame. This method rather rejects a request than
reserving a very long path blocking too many links. However, precalculating a set
of “paths” is not possible for Grid workflow due to the huge number of possible
combinations of sub-jobs.

As there is no algorithm known to handle Grid workflows respecting the infor-
mation hiding of the resources, new admission algorithms were developed and are
presented in the following sections.

4.4 Greedy Algorithms

Algorithms are called greedy if they use some local decision criteria to build up the
solution step by step without revoking any previous decision. In the ideal case, the
local decision criteria always leads to the global optimal solution. However, such
criteria are usually not available. In these case, the greedy algorithms can also lead
to non-optimal or even infeasible solutions. Due to their nature of not stepping
back, algorithms in this class are very fast, which was one of the goals of the online
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scheduling. Greedy algorithms like list scheduler proved their good performance in
the domain of cluster scheduling and also, as discussed, in Grid scheduling. In the
following a simple greedy approach and variants of the more elaborated HEFT list
scheduler are discussed.

4.4.1 Using single job admissions

Grid broker without advance reservation often use a simple approach to process Grid
workflows. After receiving the Grid workflow all sub-jobs without predecessors are
submitted to the local resource management systems and added to the queues there.
After a sub-job has finished, the Grid broker checks whether now the preconditions
for still waiting sub-jobs are met and submits these until there are no more waiting
sub-jobs.

This algorithm can be used for the admission of Grid workflows using advance
reservation, too. The Grid broker reserves capacity for the sub-jobs without pre-
decessors. Then, it probes reservation candidates for preceding sub-jobs with the
maximum planned end time of all predecessors as the earliest start time. In this
case the Grid broker may even omit the probing phase if it just queries a single
resource for a reservation.

Co-allocated sub-jobs are handled at the same time. This means they have to wait
until all predecessors of all co-allocated sub-jobs are scheduled and then for all sub-
jobs an allocation is probed. If for all sub-jobs a probe result with the same timing
is available these reservation candidates are booked otherwise the Grid workflow is
canceled.

The resulting reservation obviously holds the workflow constraints. However,
an additionally specified deadline may be violated by the reservation made with
this simple algorithm. In this case the Grid workflow has to be rejected and all
preliminary reservations have to be canceled.

This scheduling algorithm is very fast. Most times, it needs just a single pre-
liminary reservation request per sub-job and even if this first request fails only
few additional requests are needed. The processing within the Grid broker is very
simple and doesn’t need much processing power. However, as this algorithm not
even tries to comply with the deadline constraint, a lot of mapping results lead to
a rejection.

4.4.2 List Scheduler

In the cluster computer scheduling domain, list schedulers are a well-known, efficient
scheduling algorithm scheme for sets of jobs with interdependencies. List schedulers
always follow a simple scheme. First, for each job a priority is calculated. Then, for
all jobs, starting with the highest priority, a resource and execution time is selected.
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The priorities or ranks can be static or dynamic. Dynamic priorities are recalcu-
lated after the scheduling of each job. In the static case, the priorities are calculated
only once before the list of jobs is processed in this order.

There are two main approaches to assign the priorities. The t-level of a job is the
longest path from any job without predecessors (entry node) to this job. The path
length calculates as the sum of all execution times and all communication delays.
It is an estimation of the earliest start time of a job although this estimation is only
rough. If there are two dependent jobs assigned to the same resource, the actual
start time may be even earlier as no network transfer is needed. Furthermore,
due to resource shortage, the predecessors may be delayed and the actual earliest
possible start time is much later.

Another approach is the b-level, which is the longest path to an exit node, i.e., a
job without successors. In this approach, the execution time of the job itself is also
included. This approach favorites tasks on the critical path [KA99].

During the rank calculation, the costs can often only be estimated. For example,
in a heterogeneous environment or using moldable jobs, the time it takes to exe-
cute a computation strongly depends on the speed of the resource it is eventually
scheduled on. Therefore, the rank calculation is mostly based on estimated values,
e.g., average CPU speeds, worst case bandwidth values, etc. However, the way
the so-called rank functions estimate the costs has a strong impact on whether the
optimization goals will be met [ZS03].

After prioritizing the jobs, the resource and actual start time of the job with the
highest priority has to be selected. In classical list scheduling, the overall goal is
to reduce the makespan, i.e., the time between the start of the first and the end of
the last job. Therefore, the execution time is usually the earliest time, the selected
resource is available and all predecessors have finished. The resource selection may
also be based on the earliest available capacity, may reduce the communication
costs, or may reduce scattered resources [KA99].

4.4.3 Reduce makespan: HEFTSync

A list scheduler often used to benchmark new algorithms is the HEFT (Heteroge-
neous Earliest-Finish-Time) algorithm [THW02]. Its main objective is to reduce
the makespan using heterogeneous resources. The makespan is the time between
the scheduled start of the first job and the planned finishing time of the last job.
After presenting the concept of the HEFT algorithm a new extension also handling
co-allocations called HEFTSync is developed.

The priority calculation in the HEFT is basically the b-level using the average
speed of all resources, which the job can generally use, and the communication
costs are approximated with the average bandwidth of all links in the network.
Furthermore, the job selected by the rank is mapped to the resource that leads to
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the earliest finish time (EFT) for this job. The EFT is calculated based on the
actual finish times of the already scheduled predecessors and the communication
and execution cost for the selected resource.

Similar to the simple algorithm presented in Section 4.4.1, the HEFT is not
designed for advance reservation environments with an upper limit of the execution
time. However, as it tries to place the sub-jobs of the Grid workflow as early as
possible and to minimize the overall length of the schedule, the resulting schedule
will more likely finish before the specified deadline.

Nonetheless, scheduling in an advance reservation Grid environment differs from
scheduling in a single parallel computer. In the parallel computer world, the re-
sources are assumed to be empty. In the Grid not only jobs belonging to other Grid
workflows but also jobs of local user block resources and can’t be moved. To cover
such situations the decision is not made purely in the Grid broker but each resource
capable to execute a sub-job is probed and the reservation candidate send back with
the earliest finish time is selected. These reservation candidates contain also the
actual duration adjusted to the actual speed of the queried resource. If the sub-job
is moldable, the resource also already tried to find the matching combination of
available capacity and execution time.

The rank calculation of the HEFTSync is a slightly adapted version to incorpo-
rate co-allocations. All sub-jobs of a co-allocation are treated as a single node in
the dependency graph. This node will inherit all successor and predecessor depen-
dencies of all co-allocated jobs. Therefore, not only direct successors of each job
are used for the calculation of the longest path to an exit node but all successors
of all co-allocated jobs. As all co-allocated jobs have to have the same duration,
the longest expected duration will be used as the duration of this special node.
Additionally, such a co-allocation can only become an entry node or exit node if
all members of this co-allocation have no predecessor or successor, respectively.
For the rank calculation as well as the list processing, the co-allocation is always
considered an atomic unit.

As a static list scheduler, the HEFTSync algorithm goes through the sorted list
of ranked sub-jobs and tries to schedule those selecting appropriate Grid resources.
Since b-level rank calculation is used, each sub-job is scheduled before all sub-jobs
depending on it.

The determination of the earliest finish time (EFT) of a sub-job is adapted to the
advance reservation environment. First, for each Grid resource of a matching type,
the earliest start time is calculated based on the finish time of the predecessors
of the sub-job, the data dependencies, and the actual available bandwidth on the
links leading to this resource. The Grid broker now sends probe requests for the
earliest possible reservation after the calculated earliest start time. The actual start
time and thus also the finish time depends not only on other sub-jobs of the same
Grid workflow assigned to this Grid resource but is also influenced by other Grid
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workflows and locally submitted jobs. The sub-jobs will be assigned to the Grid
resource which offers the earliest finish time.

As stated before, co-allocated jobs are treated as a single node in the list. Hence,
they will be processed at the same time to ensure they get the very same timing.

For the calculation of the earliest start time the co-allocation is seen as a sin-
gle node. Thus, the maximum of all finishing times of the co-allocated sub-jobs’
predecessors is used and the communication cost for all dependencies leading in
the co-allocation are taken into account to calculate the earliest start time of the
co-allocated jobs.

In a homogeneous Grid environment without moldable jobs, the durations of the
co-allocated jobs are already synchronized. Hence, only the start time has to be
negotiated with the resources. The Grid broker will pick one of the co-allocated
jobs and allocate it according to the rules defined above. Then the start time of this
job and its finishing time will be used as booking interval for all other co-allocated
jobs. To preserve the good runtime of the list algorithm due to its greedy nature,
no other booking intervals will be tried if no resource can be found for one of the
co-allocated sub-job.

Having a heterogeneous environment or moldable jobs introduces a new variable
for the co-allocation: the actual duration. A co-allocation window is introduced
which defines the start time and duration of the co-allocated jobs.

The co-allocated jobs are sorted by the duration on the reference machine. The
first job with the longest expected duration is processed like a not co-allocated
sub-job: It is scheduled on the resource providing the earliest finish time. The start
time and the duration of this job are the initial setting for the co-allocation window.
For the following sub-jobs, an allocation with the same start time and duration is
searched. If multiple Grid resources are available, the one which would lead to the
earliest EFT for this sub-job is selected although the whole co-allocation window
is booked.

If, for a given sub-job, the remaining Grid resources are too slow, the current
co-allocation window limit might be exceeded. In this case, the window is adjusted
increasing the duration and all reservations made for other co-allocated sub-jobs
are canceled and rescheduled using the new co-allocation window.

After all sub-jobs have been scheduled, the co-allocation window is fixed. Even-
tually, the algorithm tries to allocate all necessary network jobs between the booked
resources. If successful, the scheduler tackles the rest of the Grid workflow. If not,
all reservations are canceled and the whole Grid workflow is rejected.

The HEFTSync combines the basic concept of the well-established HEFT algo-
rithm with techniques to handle co-allocations and to be applicable in an advance
reservation system. Both extensions fit well with the general greedy structure of
the algorithm. Additionally, by only requesting probes for the next sub-job to be
scheduled, the HEFTSync also complies with the information hiding goal.
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4.4.4 HEFTSyncBT: Backtracking Extension

Ignoring the deadline requirement, for sequential jobs always some allocation in
the far future can be found. However, in a co-allocation the HEFTSync algorithm
may also terminate unsuccessful if it selects a too early start time for the first job
of this co-allocation. Therefore, the HEFTSync algorithm is extended in a way
that combines the efficient greedy algorithm for not co-allocated sub-jobs and a
backtracking-based approach for co-allocations.

Sub-jobs which are not co-allocated with other sub-jobs are handled by the usual
HEFT rules. The first difference is that network demands between two co-allocated
sub-jobs are immediately converted in a network job when both end points are
allocated. This network job is added to the set of co-allocated sub-jobs and will be
processed in the same way as all other jobs.

Additionally, the algorithm does not terminate if no resource is available at the
current start time of the co-allocation window. Instead the already allocated sub-
jobs are re-allocated to other resources still preserving the co-allocation window in
a backtracking manner. If the backtracking algorithm gets back to the first sub-job,
which determined the co-allocation window in the first place, this job is rescheduled
to other possible start times. This postponing violates the strict decision to optimize
the earliest finish time, but it allows analyzing more start times.

The possible start times of the first sub-job are iterated in increasing order until
the co-allocation window would no longer fit in the booking interval.

Obviously, this approach requires much more compute time and will also query
the resources more often with probe as well as preliminary reservation requests.
But it explores more options for the co-allocations while preserving the speed of
the greedy approach for non-co-allocated sub-jobs.

4.4.5 HLST - Applying the HEFT Algorithm Backwards

In an advance reservation system, available time slots in the near future are much
rarer than time slots farer away. The HEFT algorithm tries to execute all sub-
jobs as early as possible and so blocks more likely these scare empty slots in the
nearer future. Later arriving Grid workflows with a shorter deadline could have
been accepted if these were still available. By packing the Grid workflow as early
as possible to avoid the violation of the deadline, the HEFT algorithm doesn’t use
the scheduling freedom given by a very late deadline.

A variation of the HEFTSync is to reverse all its rules: The HLST (Heterogeneous
Latest Start Time) algorithm. The rank calculation is basically the t-level but
calculated including the execution time of the current sub-job. Then the algorithm
starts to schedule jobs without successor as close as possible to the deadline and
proceeds with their predecessors. If no schedule within the specified earliest start
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Figure 4.4: The HEFTSync algorithm cannot schedule this Grid workflow without
violating the deadline although a valid schedule exists.

time and the deadline can be found, the HLST also rejects the Grid workflow.
But a successful reservation may leave more of the rarer time slots for future Grid
workflows.

Although this scheme is a bad concept for personal time management, its ap-
plication in scheduling in general leads to a lower rejection ratio. For the specific
sub problem of scheduling prioritized jobs needing exactly one time unit and one
resource unit, this scheme leads to the optimal solution [SH78].

4.5 Optimization Algorithms

Although the HEFTSync algorithm and its variations use a good heuristic to meet
the specified constraints, there may be a better solution. As an example, a Grid
workflow consisting mainly of a long sub-job j1 requiring just a single unit of the
resources and a shorter job j2 requiring two units is scheduled in Figure 4.4. As of
the HEFT priorities, the long job defines the critical path and is scheduled on the 2
unit-resource A as it is available earlier than the single unit resource B. The other
job can only use the resource A and thus has to be scheduled after the first job and
exceeds the booking interval (see Figure 4.4(a)). A much shorter and, thus, valid
execution would be to schedule j1 on B even if this will postpone its execution and
schedule j2 on A (see Figure 4.4(b)).

Greedy-based heuristics may block scare resource or tend to create fragmentation
which postpone or even blocks other parts of the Grid workflow. To overcome these
limitations the whole search space of all possible mappings for each sub-jobs has to
be analyzed.

As defined in Section 4.1, there is no optimization goal for the admission of a
single Grid workflow. Therefore, the problem can be formulated as a constraint
satisfaction problem (CSP) and solved with generic CSP solver. By defining an op-
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timization function based on the constraint violations other generic meta-heuristics
can be applied.

4.5.1 Defining a Constraint Satisfaction Problem

To formulate a constraint satisfaction problem < X,D,C >, the set of Variables
X, a set of domains D (one for each variable) and the constraints C based on the
variables has to given. The variables represent the resource selection and start
time of the sub-jobs and the constraints are mainly given by the Grid workflow
description. In order to solve the CSP within the Grid broker, the domain for the
variables has to be known.

One approach would be to assume that all sub-jobs can be placed on any matching
resource at any time. The constraints would be defined as in Section 2.3. However,
a special constraint would be needed, which is evaluated when all variables are set
by querying the local resource managers whether this configuration is possible or
not. Obviously, the answer will be very often negative. A lot of reservation requests
are sent and rejected, which not just increase the number of messages, it slows down
the algorithm, too.

Using the probe-based reservation protocol, a variable domain can be constructed
containing only free resources and available start times. The Grid broker sends a
probe message for each sub-job to every resource able to process them. As earliest
start time and latest end time the constraints of the whole Grid workflow are used.
The resources determine a number of start times the sub-job would currently fit in
the local schedule and send them back.

For each sub-job j, all probe answers are joined in a set. To identify the selected
probe answer, a new variable sj is used as an index in this set. The number of probe
answers for each job j is Nj while the start time and the resource issuing the probe
answer n is tj,nstart and rj,n, respectively. Therefore, after successfully assigning all
variables sj the resource to be used by job j is r(j) = rj,sj and it will start there
at tstart(j) = t

j,sj

start.
The constraints have to be adapted slightly to incorporate the probe answer

index to get the actual mapping and start time. Unlike the other sub-jobs, network
jobs have to be created during the scheduling as their specification depends on the
actual mapping of the other jobs. The end points of the transmission as well as the
earliest start and latest end time depends on the jobs to be connected. Following
the general idea, all possible network transfers for each data dependency and co-
allocation would be probed and a huge data base of possible network job mappings
would be created. Another approach is to combine the “probe first” approach with
the “schedule first” approach. All jobs in J where all necessary parameter are
known are probed, while network transfers are modeled with an average network
speed factor α (see also the HEFT rank calculation in Section 4.4.3) and booked
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after all other jobs are mapped. Therefore, the constraints can be formulated as:

∀j ∈ JWF : sj ≤ Nj

∀j, j′ ∈ JWF : (j, j′) ∈ DWF ⇒ t
j,sj

start + dj ≤ t
j′,sj′
start

∀j, j′ ∈ JWF : (j, j′) ∈ DWF ∧ rj,sj 6= rj
′,sj′ ⇒ t

j,sj

start + dj + αcj,j′ ≤ t
j′,sj′
start

∀j, j′ ∈ JWF : (j, j′) ∈ PWF ⇒ t
j,sj

start = t
j′,sj′
start ∧ dj = d′j

The probe answers for two sub-jobs can also refer to the very same resource units.
Thus, it is possible that a schedule holding all these constraints is not allocatable
as not enough capacity is available to realize both sub-jobs. There is no way to
prevent this overbooking and holding the information hiding goal at the same time.
However, the Grid broker can at least check that the mapping and the known
workload (all jobs Jr submitted by the Grid broker to the resource r) does not
exceed the known resource size:

∀r ∈ R : ∀t : cr ≥
∑

j∈Jr∧tstart(j)≤t≤tstart(j)+dj

cj +
∑

j∈JWF∧t
j,sj
start≤t≤t

j,sj
start+dj

cj

For a schedule complying with this constraint there is still the chance that one
resource cannot handle a sub-job due to local jobs blocking additional resources.
However, this constraint filters at least the obviously infeasible solutions.

In general the performance of this algorithm depends on the number of probe
answers each of the resources sends. If they send not all available configurations,
the one needed to build up a valid schedule may be missing. If they send too many
probe answers, e.g., for every single available time slot one, the search space may
explode. Additionally, the resources need to send a much more detailed answer
then to be used with the greedy algorithm.

Another drawback of this approach can be observed with co-allocations. If the
resources use arbitrary start times for their probe answers it may be very unlikely
to find a set of probe answers which start and end at the very same time as needed
for a co-allocation. Using a slotted schedule (see Section 2.2.2) with the same slot
length and a synchronized start time reduces this effect. The grid broker may
also request probe answers for a longer time period than actually needed by the
co-allocated jobs. The co-allocation constraint can then be formulated fuzzy, i.e.,
the probe answer do not need to have the very same start and end time but the
overlapping has to be as long as needed to execute the jobs (see Figure 4.5).

Nonetheless, this approach explores the whole search space given by the probe
answers. Therefore, it will more likely find a valid schedule for the Grid workflow
than the greedy approaches shown before.
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Figure 4.5: To allocate a co-allocation, a longer time frame can be reserved such
that the overlapping provides enough time for the actual co-allocation.

4.5.2 Optimization Function

The constraint solver as used in the last section already explores the whole search
space for a feasible schedule of the Grid workflow. However, it terminates when the
first feasible schedule is found. One could use additional properties of the schedule
to turn the scheduling in an optimization problem. In the short term view of the
current Grid workflow to be scheduled, there is no such optimization goal. All
schedules accomplishing all constraints of the Grid workflow are assumed equally
suitable.

If the Grid broker has different costs to book the underlying resources, minimizing
the costs can be used as an optimization goal. Another strategy is to place the jobs
of the current Grid workflow such that forthcoming Grid workflows may be accepted
more likely. Thus, the fragmentation measure as defined in Section 2.2.3 can be
used as an optimization function as well as other ratings send back by the resources
in the probe request (see Section 4.2).

All general meta-heuristics need as input an encoding of possible solutions and
an optimization function. The encoding also includes constraints which solutions in
this encoding are considered feasible solutions. The optimization function provides
for each of these feasible solutions a numerical assessment how well this solution
reach the optimization goal.

Additionally, some modification functions are needed to transform feasible solu-
tions or partly filled solutions in new feasible solutions, e.g., the mutation function
for genetic algorithms or the step of the backtracking algorithm. However, the type
of these transformations depends very much on the used meta-heuristic.

How do an encoding and an optimization function look like for the Grid workflow
scheduling? First of all, like with the formulation as a constraint satisfaction prob-
lem it is more reasonable to probe the resources first and then let the probe answers
span the actual search space. A straight forward approach would be to use the set
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of variables sj to represent the solution. Feasible solutions would be restricted by
the very same constraints as defined in the previous section. Additionally, for each
probe answer the rating send back by the resources is given by f j,n.

Solution : sj

Optimizationfunction : ϕ(s) =
∑
j∈J

f j,sj

However, using this approach there are a lot of strings in the encoding which rep-
resent infeasible solutions which is the basic problem of Grid workflow scheduling.
Unfortunately, this encoding leads to a scattered search space and very complex
transformation functions, too. Both effects decrease the efficiency of the meta-
heuristics.

The workflow constraints could be modeled as part of the optimization function,
too. In this case, each solution in the encoding is considered feasible in the sense of
the optimization problem. Additionally, as primary optimization goal the reduction
of workflow constraint violations is used. If two solutions violate no constraints, the
original optimization function is used to compare them. Using only the constraint
violations counting optimization function leads back to the constraint satisfaction
problem. Some constraint solvers use this approach to solve the given problems
with standard meta-heuristics [RA01].

The new optimization problem can be formulated as follows. The solutions are
strings sj of natural numbers of the length |J | where for each member of the string
only sj < Nj has to hold. The constraint violation function v(s) represents the
number of violated constraints by the given solution.

There are a lot of options to combine multiple objectives in a single optimization
function. However, in this case there is a strong hierarchy between both criteria
which implies a lexicographic combination of both functions:

ϕ(s) =
{ ∑

j∈J f
j,sj ifv(s) = 0

v(s) + fmax ifv(s) > 0

4.5.3 Heterogeneous Grid environments and moldable jobs

The optimization based algorithms can also be applied in a heterogeneous Grid
environment or with moldable jobs. For non-co-allocated jobs the resources deter-
mine the execution time in both cases. This duration d̃j,n of sub-job j is part of the
probe answer n and can be used in the constraints by substituting all occurrences
of dj by d̃j,n.

Co-allocated jobs can be processed in the same way, too. However, now not only
the start time of the reservation candidates of a co-allocation can differ but also
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the duration. Using the previous approaches requires much luck to get a set of
probe answers with the very same start time and duration. The same approach as
discussed with the start time of the co-allocation can be used. The Grid broker
sends probe requests for a longer time than actually needed by the sub-jobs in
the hope that the overlapping of the results is long enough to fit the whole co-
allocation in (see Figure 4.5). Unfortunately, the Grid broker doesn’t know how
long the overlapping has to be as the actual execution time for each job using the
allocated capacity can only be calculated by the resources. This is especially the
case, if the transformation functions are not just linear. The Grid broker may query
the resources to solve this problem, or the actual execution time becomes part of
the probe answer.

Another option is to dynamically increase the number of probe answers. The
problem of the co-allocation here is not only that there are no resources available
at the very same time. The view given by the probe answers is incomplete, too.
Therefore, the Grid broker could issue a new probe request if a part of the co-
allocation was fixed to ask the resources whether they have capacity at the very
same time for the other co-allocated sub-jobs. However, such a dynamic increasing
of the search space is not compatible with all meta-heuristics.

4.6 Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of the techniques presented in this chapter, a
complex Grid setup was simulated. Using this simulated Grid various experiments
were carried out to determine the impact of the probe and the commit phase in the
admission protocol and to compare the different admission algorithms.

4.6.1 Simulation Setup

To be able to investigate the behavior of the Grid in different load situations using
different algorithms, a complete Grid setup was simulated. The Virtual Resource
Manager (VRM, see Section 2.4) can be used in a simulation mode where only
the allocation decisions are simulated but the jobs are not actually executed. The
Grid consists of artificial resources and clients. The resources can be coupled with
multiple Grid broker to see the influence of reservations bypassing the monitored
Grid broker. This bypassing workload also simulates the load generated by local
user. The client simulates the submission of Grid workflows of multiple users.

For most experiments in this thesis, a Grid with a single domain was used, i.e.,
a single Grid broker connects the clients with a number of resources.

There are only few Grid setups with managed network in use. Therefore, a hy-
pothetical Grid setup was created. The network topology is based on the network
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Figure 4.6: The simulated Grid setup was based on the network of the ISP ediscom
by assuming a number of compute resource to be distributed over north-
east Germany.

map of the internet service provider ediscom1 which has a meshed network con-
necting all major cities in north-east Germany. At each major city in the network,
a parallel computer was assumed with up to 512 nodes. If not specified else for the
specific experiment, the parallel computer were assumed to consist of homogeneous
nodes. Figure 4.6 shows the actual network topology and the distribution of the
compute resources.

The simulated user behave as discussed in Section 2.3.4: A set of synthetic Grid
workflows is generated together with arrival time, earliest start time and latest
end time. Then, the simulated client submits these Grid workflows at the pre-
determined arrival times. This strategy allows to repeat the experiment with the
same Grid workflows arriving, e.g., in order to compare multiple strategies.

For each simulation setting, the experiments were repeated until a statistical
significant result was reached. More precisely, if not stated else, the experiments
were repeated until the 95% confidence interval was smaller than 5% of the measured
value.

As defined in the problem definition of this chapter in Section 4.1, the two metrics
monitored are rejection rate and utilization. The rejection rate is the number of
rejected Grid workflows normalized by the total number of submitted Grid work-
flows. The utilization of a resource is the average booked capacity during the steady

1http://www.edicom.de/
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Figure 4.7: The probe phase reduces the number of reservations attempts, but in-
creases the overall number of messages send.

phase of the experiment. Thus, the Grids utilization is the weighted average of all
resources utilization.

4.6.2 Influence of the proposed admission Protocol

The admission protocol proposed in Section 4.2 features two extra phases in addi-
tion to the actual reservation: A probe phase, to get reservation candidates without
global knowledge, and a commit phase, to finally reserve the preliminary reserva-
tions.

To eliminate the influence of the Grid workflow scheduling algorithms, the gen-
erated Grid workflows were only co-allocations of a number of jobs in the following
experiments and the Grid broker completely traverses the search space for the co-
allocation (like the co-allocation component in the HEFTSyncBT). The influence
of the actual scheduling algorithms will be analyzed in the next Section 4.6.3

Probe phase

The probe phase reduces the need to try reservations if no information on the state
of the resources is available. To evaluate its benefits, a Grid broker sending the
probe requests was compared with one directly trying to reserve. The second Grid
broker didn’t send random reservation requests. It uses the available information
gained due to previous reservations. If all jobs are reserved using the Grid broker,
this strategy avoids unnecessary reservation attempts, too. In order to simulate a
lack of information, a second Grid broker was added and the workload was split
between both brokers. Thus, the monitored broker received only some of the Grid
workflows while the rest bypassed it to simulate local user. The rate of jobs send
to the monitored broker was adjusted to simulate different situations.
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Figure 4.8: The rejection rate for all submitted Grid workflows can be reduced by
setting a short time out. Each curve represents a specific accepter-
rejecter ratio.

The average number of reservation attempts per sub-job is depicted in Fig-
ure 4.7(a). The worst case for a reservation is that there is no configuration available
to fulfill the request. This requires much more reservation attempts, as the Grid
broker tries out all combinations before giving up. Thus, successful and unsuccess-
ful requests were compared separately. Nonetheless, the probing phase reduces in
both cases the number of reservation attempts as the experiments showed.

For the probe requests, additional messages are needed. The average number
of messages send per sub-job is shown in Figure 4.7(b). Due to the extra probe
messages, much more messages are send for successful and unsuccessful requests.
However, the probe messages can be send in parallel. Hence, the overhead for the
Grid broker is not that high. Additionally, the probe requests have no impact on
the local schedule, as they only request information, in contrast to the additional
reservation attempts needed without the probe phase.

Therefore, the probe phases provides a nice tool for the resources to provide
the information needed to successfully schedule Grid workflow while being still in
charge to control how much information is send. It reduces drastically the number
of reservation attempts impacting the local schedule at the cost of additional probe
answers to be sent.

Commit phase

The commit phase allows the Grid broker to preliminary reserve the resources
until all components are booked. For the clients, the preliminary reservation is the
binding offer. They can accept it by sending a commit message or decline it by
sending a cancelation message.

As discussed in Section 4.2.3, the preliminary reservation is an imbalanced situ-
ation between the requester (Grid broker or client) and the resource provider. The
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resource has to guarantee the availability of the reserved resources but the requester
can cancel the reservation. Therefore, the resource has a high interest that the pre-
liminary reservation will be committed or canceled rather fast. The worst case is a
requester forgetting the reservation. The resource will keep up the reservation but
a commit message will never arrive. For this case, the resource can define a time
out for the reservation. If the requester doesn’t reply within the time out period,
the request is regarded as canceled. While the Grid broker, if there is no failure,
will always cancel or commit requests after contacting the other resources, a human
client may need longer to decide and even forget about the reservation.

Therefore, the impact of clients preliminary reserving resources, but canceling the
reservations or waiting too long, was analyzed in a simulation. For this simulation,
a model was needed, how the clients behave. Modeling the behavior of actual
users would require describing how many reservations are canceled, committed, or
just forgotten and how the response times (cancel or commit) are distributed. In
addition, users may adapt their behavior to specific settings of timeouts and may
behave differently depending on the properties of the requested reservation. Because
only little information is available for defining a model addressing all these issues, a
very simple model of the user behavior was used. A user can either be an accepter or
a rejecter. An accepter eventually sends a commit within the timeout. However, for
the local resource management system it does not matter at which time this message
is received as long as it is received before the timeout period ends. Hence, in the
simulation an accepter sends the commit message immediately after the reservation
was preliminarily booked. A rejecter might send a cancel within the timeout or will
not send any message at all. The latter is the worst case from the point of view
of the local resource management system. Therefore, all rejecters’ reservations are
automatically canceled when its timeout expires. These two simplifications leave
only one variable for the user model — the ratio between accepter and rejecter.
For the evaluation, a sequence of 10,000 simplified Grid workflow requests were
generated, which will be submitted by the accepters. Additionally, for each analyzed
accepter-rejecter ratio a corresponding set of requests was generated to be submitted
by the rejecters.

The question analyzed was, how much do the rejecters impact the reservation
attempts of the accepter and how can the time out setting prevent this effect. In
Figure 4.8 the impact of the rejecter on the overall rejection rate can be seen. If
much more rejecter, i.e., customers just asking for a binding offer, than accepter, i.e.,
customers really reserving the Grid workflow, submit Grid workflows, the rejection
rate increases up to two-thirds. But reducing the time out period also reduces the
rejection rate. The Figure 4.8 can help to set the actual time out based on the
expected rejecter ratio and the target acceptance rate.

Summarizing, the proposed three phase admission protocol helps to reduce the
number of unnecessary reservation attempts and provides with the time out a tool
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Figure 4.9: The rejection ratio and utilization of the greedy algorithms during var-
ious load situations in a heterogeneous Grid.

to restrict the imbalance introduced by the preliminary reservations.

4.6.3 Online scheduling algorithms

A number of algorithms to allocate resources for Grid workflows were presented in
this chapter. In order to compare their performance, they were implemented in the
VRM framework. Some of the results obtained, depicting the major properties of
the algorithms, are presented in this section.

First, the behavior of the list scheduling based algorithms HEFTSync (Sec-
tion 4.4.3), HEFTSyncBT (Section 4.4.4) and HLST (Section 4.4.5) is analyzed
for different load situations. By adjusting the interarrival time, the load situation
in the Grid was changed, i.e., with a short interarrival time more jobs per time slot
arrive and need to be scheduled within the same book-ahead time. In Figure 4.9,
it can be seen that the list scheduling algorithms can also cope with Grids in over-
load situations as well as lower utilized Grids. The depicted experiments simulate
a heterogeneous Grid where the nodes of all resources were able to handle all jobs
but with different processing speeds. Inverting the search, the HLST is able to
reserve slightly more Grid workflows. But in general, the HLST behaves much like
the HEFTSync because in a highly loaded and fragmented system it doesn’t matter
whether the search starts at the begin or end of the booking interval. Extending the
search for co-allocations by using backtracking gains more successful reservations
at the cost of up to 30% longer run times. Especially in lower loaded Grids, the run
time difference is high because there are more options to check by the backtracking
algorithm. In overloaded situations — in Figure 4.9 an interarrival time of less than
five — the differences of the algorithms becomes very small.

Representing the optimization algorithms discussed in Section 4.5, a genetic algo-
rithm based scheduler is compared with the HEFTSync (Figure 4.10). In general,
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the genetic algorithm was able to outperform the greedy algorithm in regard to re-
jection rate and resource utilization. In this experiment, the HEFTSync algorithm
needed on average 0.05s to schedule one Grid workflow. Therefore, the genetic al-
gorithm needed at least 20 times longer to reach a comparable number of accepted
Grid workflows. Still, the genetic algorithm is like the list scheduler only a heuristic,
solving the optimization problem becomes unfeasible for real Grid setups. Schedul-
ing a Grid workflow with three nodes in the depicted Grid already requires more
than 10min of computation and like for the HEFTSyncBT the runtime increases in
lower utilized Grid due to the increase in options.

Summarizing, the list scheduling based algorithms developed here provide the
best user experience by answering request fast and with a low number of unneces-
sarily rejected Grid workflows.
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The main goal of the algorithms discussed in the previous chapter was to quickly
determine whether a Grid workflow can be reserved or not. Especially, the greedy
algorithms reserving the first match produce schedules which could block future
reservations. In this chapter, mechanisms to enhance such schedules without vio-
lating the given service level agreements (SLAs) are presented.

As stated before, the admission algorithms were developed for fast responses.
They only consider the current Grid workflow and assume the already scheduled
Grid workflows as unchangeable. These restrictions, may lead to bad schedules.
Bad schedules in the sense, that the schedules do not fully respect the scheduling
strategy of the local resource management systems and thus degrade the local per-
formance. But also bad schedules in the sense, that future incoming Grid workflows
will be unnecessarily rejected. The latter can have different reasons:

Time fragmentation The schedule is scattered in the time dimension such that the
sub-jobs of the incoming Grid workflows doesn’t fit in the gaps between the
previously booked jobs.

Resource fragmentation The jobs may be placed such that they unnecessarily
block scare resources. E.g. a small job requesting only few CPUs is booked
on a large resource. While this job should be booked on smaller resources, it
blocks the reservation of jobs which can only use this big resource.

Schedulability Different schedules lead to different sets of reservation candidates
and thus to different behavior of the scheduling algorithm for future Grid
workflows. Especially, the greedy algorithms behave differently depending on
the set of probe answers (e.g. see Figure 4.4 on page 77).

As the admission is time critical, these problems are mainly ignored during the
online scheduling and addressed later. The concept of periodic defragmentation is
widely used in the area of disk space management. This idea is used here, too:
If the schedule seems to degrade, it is re-optimized. But unlike to file system
defragmentation, the defragmentation has to cope with the distributed nature of
the Grid and the desire of the resources to hide as much information as possible.

So, in this chapter a way is developed to detect the degradation of the schedule
without any additional messages passed to the resources. This detection may be run
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after each change of the schedule, i.e., after each successful reservation. Therefore,
the detection should be fast in order to not disturb the usual reservation process.

After the degradation was detected, a re-optimization scheme has to be applied.
This optimization has not so tight runtime restriction like the online scheduling
as no user actually waits for an answer. For the re-optimization all admitted jobs
are considered except for the ones that have been already started on the resource.
The jobs can be moved to another resource, the start time may be changed and
in the case of moldable jobs the runtime may be adapted as long as the workflow
constraints are still valid. Of course, all admitted local and Grid jobs have to be in
the optimized schedule, too. During the optimization phase no new Grid workflow
arrives in the system, e.g., by blocking the admission system.

This chapter is organized as follows: First, related approaches are discussed.
Based on the corresponding section in the previous chapter, the optimization goal
is adapted. In a multi-level system like the Grid, the optimization can happen in the
Grid level or directly at the resources. Actually, there are three options: optimizing
only locally, optimizing locally in cooperation with the Grid broker, or let the Grid
broker optimize the schedule in cooperation with the resources. After discussing
the differences of these three options, for each option newly developed algorithms
to detect the degradation and to optimize schedule are presented. The chapter ends
with an evaluation of the presented mechanisms by extensive simulations.

5.1 Related work

Changing the schedule is common in batch scheduling systems. When new jobs
arrive or jobs end earlier or later as expected, the schedule is usually recalcu-
lated [SF03]. However, in such systems no timing guarantees were negotiated.
Hence, there are no limitations for the new schedule.

Netto and Buyya analyzed this idea for Grid-wide co-allocations [NB08]. In their
model, a resource asks the Grid broker to renegotiate the reservation after a new
local job has arrived or a previous job ended earlier. The Grid broker tries then to
renegotiate reservations for all parts of the co-allocation.

Czajkowski et al. [CFK99] propose a reservation protocol allowing the appli-
cation itself or a co-allocation agent on behalf of the application to manage the
co-allocation. The authors extended the two-phase-commit protocol such that the
application can dynamically modify the reservation. For example, the application
was enabled to give up a reservation only if it got another reservation in exchange.
These mechanisms could also be used by the local resources to renegotiate a better
schedule.

In [BKL06] the idea of optimizing a set of reservation is discussed for networks.
However, the authors use only immediate reservations, i.e., reservations starting at
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the admission time. First, a fast admission algorithm determines an initial mapping
of the jobs on the resources. In their setup, this algorithm is a min-hop routing
algorithm in the network. Then, the optimal mapping — in this case the solution
of the maximum concurrent flow problem (see Section 5.6.1 for details) — is calcu-
lated periodically. This optimal mapping is compared with the current mapping to
detect degradation and if necessary, all jobs are remapped according to the optimal
solution. The setup used is not as complex as the one discussed here as fast approx-
imation schemes are available to calculate the optimal mapping, only the resource
dimension is optimized and global knowledge and control is available. Nonethe-
less, this idea is generalized in this chapter for a distributed Grid environment and
adapted for networks with advance reservation in Section 5.6.1.

5.2 What is a Good Offline Scheduler?

From the user’s point of view, the optimized schedule should not differ from the old
one: All previously admitted Grid workflows are scheduled and the Grid workflow
constraints are still guaranteed. The Grid broker wants to reduce future rejections
by optimizing the schedule. As discussed in Section 4.1, without an oracle predicting
the future, this metric cannot be calculated at the moment of the optimization.
Only a rough prediction by the newly developed fragmentation measure is available.

Therefore, the same quality assessment as in the previous chapter has to be
applied. First, the schedule is optimized and, then, a number of later incoming
reservation requests are monitored. Again, the number of rejections and the uti-
lization can be measured. In an experimental setup, this measurement can even
be compared to an experiment planning the same requests in the non-optimized
schedule.

The runtime of the optimization algorithm is not as restricted as in the previous
chapter. But still only an optimization, which doesn’t need an own parallel com-
puter to solve the problem, is applicable. Therefore, the runtime is not restricted
but should be reasonable small.

The communication between the Grid broker and the resources to negotiate a
better schedule is not restricted, too. Obviously, a lot of messages are needed to
negotiate a better allocation for all jobs of the schedule. However, the resources
and the Grid broker aim to hide as much information as possible. This should
be respected by the optimization algorithm by reducing the information requested
from the resources.
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5.3 Grid Level vs. Resource Level

In the given model, the reservations are managed in two decoupled schedules: In
the resources and the Grid broker. The local resource management system has a
schedule with its own Grid jobs and all local jobs. The Grid broker maintains a
schedule with all Grid jobs and a global view on the workflow constraints. Thus,
there are three options for the optimization:

local only The local resource manager performs the optimization only on the local
schedule without any interaction with the Grid broker. In this scenario, the
reservations send by the Grid broker have to keep the same timing and can
be moved within the same resource in the resource dimension only. Even, if
the reservations were requested with some flexibility, these reservations can be
now part of a co-allocation and, thus, cannot be moved in the time dimension.
Local jobs may offer more flexibility if the user agrees with the movement in
both time and resource dimension.

In this scenario, not much flexibility is available and, therefore, the optimiza-
tion will have not much impact. However, if the resource itself consists of a
complex structure with multiple options to realize a job, this optimization can
be applied. Networks are an example of such resources. A network transfer
can be realized using different paths and the choice of these paths influences
the available bandwidth between other endpoint pairs.

local initiated To get more flexibility in the time dimension, the local resource
queries the Grid broker for the current flexibility of the jobs. The Grid bro-
ker determines how much each sub-job can be moved in the time dimension
without violating the Grid workflow constraints including the already reserved
network transfers from or to other sub-jobs. Co-allocated sub-jobs have to
keep the same timing, as the other co-allocated sub-jobs are not considered
for the optimization.

This scenario provides more flexibility to rearrange the reservations within a
resource. The whole schedule of the resource including local jobs is considered
in the optimization. Nonetheless, this optimization is limited as it cannot
move Grid reservations to other resources or include other parts of the Grid
workflow reserved on other resources in the optimization process.

Grid initiated In order to consider all parts of the Grid workflows at the same
time, the Grid broker has to perform the optimization. The Grid broker can
move sub-jobs between the resources and can rearrange the timing of a whole
Grid workflow. However, the participating resources still try to hide as much
information as possible. Therefore, the Grid broker knows nothing about
local jobs and cannot move them during the optimization.
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The last scenario provides most flexibility for the placement of the Grid jobs.
On the other hand it provides only a narrow view on the actual state of the
resources. Therefore, this option is not able to use all the flexibility possible.

The fourth option, to optimize only on the Grid level without interacting with the
resources, cannot be applied in the given environment. The Grid broker allocates
resources for specific job executions. Therefore, it cannot change the job to be
executed within the reserved resource without notifying the resources. As discussed
in the previous chapter, in other Grid environments the Grid broker only books raw
capacity covering the requirements of multiple jobs at once and then manages the
execution of these jobs within this large reservation on its own [SKD06, SKD07]. In
such an environment, the Grid broker can also rearrange its own schedule without
contacting the resources. As this rearrangement is not possible in the environment
used here, the Grid only option is left out. However, an optimization scheme for
this setup can be easily derived from the algorithms developed for the Grid initiated
optimization.

In this chapter, for each of the three options, an optimization scheme is presented
starting with the last scenario — the Grid initiated optimization.

5.4 Grid initiated optimization

As discussed before, the Grid initiated optimization provides the maximum of flex-
ibility, but can only use little information about the actual state of the resources.
How to perform the optimization with this limited view is the topic of this section.
First in this section, the reservation protocol is extended to provide a view for
the optimization and means to rearrange the admitted reservations. Then, some
mechanisms are discussed to detect the degradation of the schedule. After new
algorithms for the optimization have been developed, some techniques to reduce
the search space are shown.

5.4.1 Extending the admission protocol

The admission protocol specified in Section 4.2 finishes with a guaranteed reserva-
tion. Both parties — the Grid broker and the resource — agreed to execute the
specified job at the negotiated time. There was no option to change the agreement
afterwards. The resource relies on the revenue of the reservation and the Grid
broker needs the resource capacity to fulfill the user request.

In order to rearrange the reservations, this protocol needs to be extended to
allow the cancelation of the reservation. If only the Grid broker can cancel the
agreement, the deal would be very imbalanced. The resource’s main benefit to
support advance reservation — predictable service usage and revenue — is lost. On
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the other hand the resource owner may also benefit from the optimization of the
schedule. In the short term, he may as well end up with more jobs than before or
with jobs fitting better with the local workload. In the long run, the resource may
increase its utilization as more Grid workflows can be admitted by the Grid broker
and more local jobs could be accepted.

Ignoring this imbalance, let’s assume there is such a delete reservation option
in the admission protocol. This extension is not sufficient for the optimization
process. E.g. in order to swap the allocation of two jobs, first, both have to be
deleted to free the resources for the other. Then, both jobs have to be reserved at the
swapped location. If during this operation a local job arrives, this reservation fails.
Consequently, the already admitted Grid workflow containing the now unallocated
job has to be canceled as a whole. Hence, the whole change in the schedule has
to be an atomic operation which either succeeds completely or keeps the previous
configuration.

Additionally, the Grid broker needs some way to ask the resources for free ca-
pacity. The probe mechanism discussed in Section 4.2 can be used, but it will not
take into account the not-yet-deleted jobs.

Therefore, the extended admission protocol has to meet these three requirements:
the possibility for the resource to veto against the optimization, the atomic execu-
tion of even complex reallocations, and the possibility to probe the resource taking
into account partly changed schedules. The introduction of shadow schedules at
the resource met all of them.

At the begin of the optimization phase, the Grid broker as well as the resources
make a copy of their current schedule. While the old schedule still remains the
agreement, the copy is used as a shadow schedule to try out the optimization. In
the shadow schedule, the Grid broker can delete any jobs reserved by itself. The
Grid broker may also send probe and preliminary reservation requests. The resource
will answer considering all jobs reserved by local user and the reservations in the
shadow schedule but independent of the reservation in the still valid old schedule.

The Grid broker can now rearrange the shadow schedule multiple times to com-
pare different combinations. To get an opinion from the resources about the new
schedule, a command to query a rating of the shadow schedule is added, too. When
the Grid broker has finished the optimization, the shadow schedule becomes the
regular schedule. Switching the schedules of all resources has to be an atomic op-
eration. Therefore, a two-phase-commit is used. First, the Grid broker asks all
resources whether they agree to migrate from the old, still valid set of reservation
to the new schedule. If all resources agree, the Grid broker sends all resources a
commit message to finalize the change. Now the reservations of the former shadow
schedule form the binding contract between the Grid broker and the resources.

Additional to the atomicy of the change, the first phase allows the resources to
evaluate the overall impact of switching to the globally optimized schedule. The
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resources can compare how many jobs are added or were removed and how good
the workload harmonizes with the local load. Another reason to decline the switch
to the shadow schedule are new local jobs conflicting with parts of the shadow
schedule. A preliminary reservation in the shadow schedule by the Grid broker
does not require to block these resources as this reservation is rather experimental.
Nonetheless, such a blocking would increase the probability to successfully optimize
at the cost of unnecessary blocked capacity. However, between the two phases of
the commit protocol the resources already have to block capacity to fulfill the old
schedule and the new schedule at the same time, i.e., non-overlapping parts of these
schedules are booked twice during this time. Only after the commit, the resources
can free the capacity no longer used.

5.4.2 Optimization on Demand

The optimization process requires per definition more time than the online schedul-
ing. Thus, it will be executed less often. In a simple approach, the optimization
is repeated in fixed intervals. In the result, the optimization may run sometimes
without much impact as the system is already in a good state. In other cases, the
system stays in a degraded state for some time until the next scheduled optimiza-
tion. Therefore, a new easy to apply detection mechanism is needed which monitors
the state of the Grid and starts the optimization when the system state implies it.

A straight forward approach would be to monitor the performance of the system
using the optimization goals rejection rate r and utilization u. Both values have
to be combined as a high rejection rate by itself does not point out a degraded
schedule. In a highly utilized Grid, a lot of requests are rejected because there is
not sufficient capacity available. Only if the utilization is low and the rejection rate
rise, the schedule can be assumed as optimizable. A degradation factor γ could be
calculated as:

γ = r · (1− u)

Higher values would indicate a degradation of the schedule. The Grid broker can
now define a threshold γ̂ and if γ exceeds this value the optimization is started.

This approach is rather reactive, as it only starts the optimization when the
problem of too many rejected reservation was already monitored. Another idea
is to monitor the state information send by the resources as part of the probe
answers. If the resources send back the fragmentation measure in the probe answer
as defined in Section 2.2.3, the Grid broker can monitor the change in this values
to detect highly fragmented resources. This fragmentation may be due to Grid jobs
as well as local jobs, but it is a good indicator for an upcoming Grid wide problem.
To prevent overreacting, if just a single resource schedule is fragmented, the Grid
broker has to define two thresholds: First a threshold F̂ which defines whether a
resource is considered fragmented or not. Then a number n̂ is defined and if more
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Figure 5.1: The individual rating of the probe answers does not necessarily lead to
an optimal schedule.

than n̂ resources have a higher fragmentation than F̂ , the whole Grid is considered
as fragmented and the optimization is started.

5.4.3 Algorithms

As the optimization process is not restricted in the runtime, the full search space
can be examined. A general algorithm would have the following structure:

Ask all connected resources to create a shadow schedule
Remove all Grid jobs from the shadow schedule
probe all resources for all Grid jobs
For each combination of these probe results:

make the reservations on the shadow schedule
if no reservation is rejected due to overlapping with another reservation

ask the resources about the quality of the new schedule
or calculate a Grid-wide rating

remove all Grid jobs
pick the combination of probe answers with the best rating
for all probe answers in the selected combination

make again all reservations
start the two-phase commit to switch all resources to the shadow schedule
if this fails, retry with the next best rated combination of probe answers

This algorithm runs very long to evaluate all combinations of probe answers and
exchanges a lot of messages with the resources. But there are some options to
reduce both the runtime and the number of messages at the cost of reducing the
quality of the result. After discussing some approaches to enhance the algorithm
itself, in Section 5.4.4 the concept of an optimization window is introduced.

Using the information in the probe answers, only combinations of highly rated
probe answers could be tested. However, there are cases where each individual probe
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answer gets a high rating but the combination of them leads to a bad schedule. E.g.
in the situation depicted in Figure 5.1 there are two resources and a Grid workflow
with three identical sub-jobs. For each sub-job, a good placement to reduce the
fragmentation is adjacent to other reservations. However, using only these highly
rated positions leads to a schedule with two blocks of free capacity. In the same
situation, placing all sub-jobs on the same resource leads to a larger, single block
of free resources.

The heuristics discussed in Chapter 4 can be used for the optimizations, too. As
they were developed to schedule a single Grid workflow, all Grid workflows together
are considered as one Grid workflow and all sub-jobs are planned together. However,
the greedy algorithms from Section 4.4 ignore additional optimization goals like the
fragmentation measure. However, by packing the sub-jobs as compact as possible
the HEFT and HLST address this goal, too.

5.4.4 Reduce the Search Space

The evaluation in the previous Chapter showed that finding the optimal solution for
a single workflow already takes very long. Hence, optimizing the whole schedule of
the Grid at once will take even longer as the search space grows exponentially with
the number of workflows. An alternative, very restricted optimization concentrates
on each sub-job on its own. Thus, not the global optimal combination is searched
for, but the optimal re-placement for each sub-job. As discussed before, this leads
only to limited enhancements but is a very fast approach. An implementation of
this idea is to iterate over all sub-jobs and to remove each, probe a new allocation
for the removed sub-job and reserve the best reservation candidate in the shadow
schedule.

A compromise between optimizing the whole schedule and optimizing the place-
ment of each Grid workflow on its own is needed. The idea is to optimize only
parts of the schedule instead of the whole schedule. These parts are called opti-
mization windows and are defined by a time frame to reduce the time dimension
and a selection of resources to reduce the resource dimension.

Only sub-jobs which are completely in the optimization window are considered
for the optimization. All other reservations are considered fixed even if they are
partly in the optimization window. Network transfers to or from sub-jobs in the
optimization window are an exception as they need to be adjusted to the new
placement. Otherwise the sub-jobs with transfers from or to sub-jobs outside of the
optimization window couldn’t move in the resource dimension.

The new allocation of the sub-jobs is restricted to the time slots and resources
of the optimization window, too. Within this window a local optimum is searched.
By applying the optimization on multiple overlapping optimization windows, the
schedule quality comes close to the global optimum. The optimization window may
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Figure 5.2: With an optimization window (here only in the time dimension) the
set of jobs considered for the optimization can be reduced. Only jobs
which are completely within the optimization window are considered.
However, the other jobs will be considered later as the optimization is
repeated for overlapping optimization windows.

also be determined by the degradation detection mechanism such that only parts
with a degraded schedule are optimized.

5.5 Local initiated optimization

Due to the information hiding goal, a Grid wide optimization is hard to realize. In
order to use all local knowledge and also to include local jobs in the optimization,
the local resources have to be in charge of the optimization. The local resource
management queries the Grid broker how much flexibility the Grid jobs have to
be moved in the time dimension. Using this information, all jobs of the local
schedule can be rearranged within their flexibility windows. The general approach
is the same as before, so only some adjustments to the admission protocol and the
strategies presented in the previous section are needed.

5.5.1 Extending the Admission protocol

In the protocol between Grid broker and resources as presented in Section 4.2
the Grid broker always initiated the communication. Thus, the protocol can be
implemented as a pure client-server-combination, e.g., using webservices. Now, the
resources need some way to call back the Grid broker to get more information about
the Grid jobs to be able to move them within their schedule.
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Figure 5.3: For two consecutive sub-jobs of a Grid workflow, it is not easy to deter-
mine the flexibility.

The first addition to the protocol is the counterpart to the probe request, a
reverse probe to ask the Grid broker about the earliest start time and latest possible
finish time of a Grid job. The Grid broker will analyze the finishing times of the
predecessors and the start times of the successors in the Grid workflow, to define
the time window. Network transfers to and from the job have to be included in the
calculation, as they are considered fixed, too.

A problem arises if a sequence of jobs belonging to the same Grid workflow is
booked on the optimizing resource. In Figure 5.3 a situation is depicted with two
consecutive jobs of a Grid workflow planned to the same resource. Ideally, the Grid
broker would calculate the maximal available flexibility for both jobs. However, the
resource doesn’t know anything about the precedence relation and could plan the
jobs overlapping or even in the wrong order.

The Grid broker could communicate these workflow constraints to the resource,
such that it can integrate them in the optimization process. There are two draw-
backs of this approach. First, the local resource management system needs to be
workflow enabled to make an optimized schedule. Up to now, the resource handles
only single jobs without any dependencies. Second, the Grid broker leaks infor-
mation about the structure of the Grid workflow. Although, the definition of the
Grid environment in Section 2.1 restricts the access on state information of the
resources, the Grid broker has also an interest to keep as much information private
as possible. A resource knowing too many details of the Grid workflow may contact
the actual end user to propose a direct contract excluding the Grid broker.
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5 Re-Optimizing the Schedule

The Grid broker could also calculate the possible time window of all jobs of a
sequence disjunctive. In general there are two strategies. The Grid broker can start
with the current timing of the jobs and split up the time between them equally.
The border of both flexibility windows, i.e., the latest end time of the first job
and earliest start time of the next job is set to the average of the current end and
start time, respectively. If the jobs of a sequence are closely packed within a rather
broad possible time window, this will lead to less flexibility between the jobs. The
other option is to split the whole available time window for the whole sequence
in equal parts. Now all jobs in the sequence have the same flexibility. However,
these time windows for the jobs must not necessarily contain the timing of the job
(see Figure 5.3). In this case there may be no valid schedule holding all timing
constraints of all local jobs and the Grid jobs. Usually, the optimization produces
at least one valid result: the current schedule.

The other changes in the protocol are the counterparts of the reserve and commit
commands enabling the resource to send back the changed timing of the Grid jobs.
The Grid broker can accept the change or decline it, if the new timing violates a
workflow condition. If the resource is connected to more than one Grid broker or
if local user also have the option to veto against the optimized timing, this change
has to be atomic, i.e., either all parties perform the change or no one changes
its schedule. This can be realized again by a two-phase-commit: First asking all
stakeholders whether they agree with the change and then applying it, if all agree.

5.5.2 Optimization Scheme

As the workflow dependencies are unknown to the local resource management sys-
tem, the optimization process just need to determine a start time within the booking
interval for all jobs — local jobs and Grid jobs — such that the resource capacity
limit is maintained.

Again the first option is a full search. In contrast to the Grid initiated opti-
mization, a smaller search space has to be examined and all information is locally
available. Nonetheless, it takes still too long to apply the optimization regularly. So,
the same techniques as above can be applied: The optimization window to reduce
the search space and a meta-heuristic to reduce the runtime of each optimization.

5.6 Local only optimization

Without changes in the communication protocol between Grid broker and resources,
the resources can optimize only locally and keep the negotiated timing of the Grid
jobs. As this optimization has only an effect on the resource dimension within the
local schedule of the resource, it has no effect in simple multi-unit resources. For
such resources only the amount of free capacity in each time slot is considered for
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Figure 5.4: There are two path for flows between A and D. Then upper one is
shorter but also blocks capacity usable for flows between B and C.

Grid scheduling and the actual mapping of the sub-components of the resource,
e.g., the CPUs within a parallel computer or the actual hard drive in a storage
system, is assumed to have no impact on the job execution.

If the jobs require a continuous set of sub-components of the resource, e.g., closely
connected nodes in a cluster computer or a sequence of network links with enough
bandwidth in a network, fragmentation in the resource dimension can occur, too.
In this case, a local optimization without flexibility in the time dimension can be
applied.

As an example for such an optimization, the rerouting in a network resource is
discussed here.

5.6.1 Rerouting of network reservations

As it is depicted in numerous diagrams, for the end user the network is only a
cloud which connects arbitrary endpoints. This is also the view of the Grid broker.
However, the network is a mesh of links containing also additional internal nodes
and each bandwidth reservation has to be mapped to a sequence of links connecting
both endpoints. Usually, there are multiple paths connecting a pair of endpoints
and during the admission the network management system selects one path and
reserves the needed bandwidth at each link. This decision influences not only the
remaining available bandwidth for this endpoint pair but also the bandwidth on
paths between other pairs using common links. Figure 5.4 shows a simple network
with two source-sink-pairs. If the traffic between the endpoints A and D uses the
upper path, it reduces the available bandwidth between B and C. There is another
path connecting A and D, which is longer in terms of hop count. But if the traffic
between A and D uses this lower path, a higher utilization of the network can be
reached.
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In graph theory, the bandwidth allocation can be modeled as a flow problem. In
a flow problem, each node of a graph is the source, the sink, or some intermediate
node and the labels on the directed edges are the available capacity for the flow.
Now a flow in this graph is another labeling of the edges depicting the used capacity
of this directed edge. There are some rules for this labeling: The used capacity is
limited by the available capacity of the respective edge and for all intermediate
nodes the sum of the used capacities on the incoming edges has to be equal to the
sum of the used capacities on the outgoing edges. The last rule excludes the source
and sink node as they should have more outgoing or incoming capacity, respectively.
This imbalance at the source and sink node equals the capacity of the flow, i.e.,
back in the network case the bandwidth available between them.

For a single source-sink pair the maximum flow problem, i.e., finding a flow in the
network with the maximum capacity, a number of algorithms with polynomial run-
time are known [FJF56, MKM78]. But this problem formalization doesn’t match
the network connecting numerous Grid sites. In the multi-commodity flow prob-
lem multiple distinct goods travel through the network and each can have its own
source and sink. In the single-commodity case, the optimization goal was clearly
to optimize the capacity for this single commodity. In the multi-commodity case
either the summed up capacity for all commodities can be optimized or the goal is
to increase the fraction of the allocated capacity to the demand of the commodity.
The later is called the maximum concurrent flow problem.

Unfortunately, the maximum concurrent flow problem is NP-complete. However,
a number of approximation schemes are known which guarantee polynomial run-
time and a maximum difference between the result and the optimum. In the eval-
uation below, a fully polynomial time-approximation scheme developed by Garg
and Könemann [GK98] and elaborated by Fleischer [Fle98] is used. This time-
approximation scheme calculates a solution with the fraction f which is at least
(1 − η)fopt in O(ε−2m(k + m)) where k is the number of commodities (endpoint
pairs in the network) and m is the number of network links. This scheme is not
the latest work in this area and slightly faster time-approximation schemes have
been devised, e.g., by Karakostas [Kar02]. However, the difference of the run time
complexity is minimal but the algorithms is at the same time much more complex.
Thus, the simpler version was chosen to show the general properties of this opti-
mization, while the use of more elaborated optimization schemes is left for further
evaluation.

But how can the maximization of a demand fraction help to optimize the routing
in the network? The idea of the optimization was to provide more capacity for
future reservation requests. A simple prediction of upcoming requests assumes the
same distribution as seen in previous requests. More specifically, an endpoint pair
which was highly requested in the past is more likely to be requested in the future.
Therefore, if the current bandwidth reservations are used as demand most likely
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the capacity-demand-ratio will be greater than one, i.e., the current bandwidth
reservation can be coped together with some more not yet requested bandwidth. If
all network reservations are routed like the flow of the matching commodity there
will be more remaining capacity between highly requested endpoint pairs.

There are two more problems to cope with before applying this theoretical ap-
proach in the network. First, if an approximation scheme is used the ratio can
also be lower than one, i.e., there is less capacity planned in the solution between
a source-sink-pair than already admitted. In this case the optimization has to be
canceled. Another problem is that typical implementations of bandwidth reser-
vations in networks do not support multi-path reservations, e.g., in the MPLS
architecture [RVC01]. Otherwise the router in the network had to perform complex
load-balancing.

The optimization considers only the resource dimension of the reservations. For-
tunately, in a network jobs are not atomic in the time dimension like compute jobs.
If multiple paths are available, a network reservation can be switched without much
effort from one path to the other. Usually, only some entries in the routing tables
have to be changed. Therefore, in a slotted time model (see Section 2.2.2) every
slot can have its own mapping of bandwidth reservations to paths. In each slot this
mapping can be optimized independently of the other time slots.

5.7 Evaluation

How much gain the offline scheduling can provide by optimizing the already ad-
mitted jobs, is analyzed in this section. First, the Grid initiated optimization is
analyzed together with the influence of the optimization window setting. Then, the
performance gain of rerouting in advance reservation networks is evaluated as an
example for the “local only” strategy.

5.7.1 Optimization at Grid Level

To analyze the impact of the optimization at the Grid level, a smaller Grid envi-
ronment was simulated. This reduction allowed to apply a full optimization instead
of a heuristically recalculation within each optimization window. The experiment
was started twice for each generated workload. In the first round, the optimization
was applied after the system was in a steady state. The number of reservations
successfully admitted thereafter was compared with the success rate in the second
round without the optimization. Figure 5.5 shows the gain of additionally admit-
ted Grid workflows in relation to the number of successfully admitted jobs without
optimization. Due to the long runtimes of each experiment, not all experiments
could be repeated often enough to get a sufficient small confidence interval. The
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Figure 5.5: Gain of additionally accepted reservations due to the optimization.

experiments with an optimization window greater than 800 only have a confidence
interval of up to 40%. But the trend is still visible.

In the experiments in Figure 5.5, various windows sizes were used. For all window
sizes, the windows were applied overlapping that all admitted jobs have been at
least once within an optimization window. Small window size means that only few
sub-jobs of the Grid workflows are within the interval and that there are only a
limited number of options to reallocate them in the time dimension. Hence, a small
optimization window allows more optimization runs due to a short runtime, but
the gain is low, too. For very small window sizes, the gain is not measurable, but
for larger windows the gain of additionally accepted Grid workflows comes close to
10% at the cost of very long runtimes. The optimization is most effective if the
allocation situation is rather bad. In a low fragmented schedule is not much space
to optimize the schedule.

The experiments were repeated with activated degradation detection. Only if
the overall rating, which also can be summed up by monitoring probe answers, is
below 45%, the optimization is started. A lot of unnecessary optimizations were
omitted. On the other hand, in all cases the optimization was started it gained
more additional capacity.

In general, the experiments showed the potential of reoptimizing the schedule on
the Grid level after the admission finished.

5.7.2 Network rerouting

To see the effects of the optimization on the Grid level, a managed network was
analyzed. An advance reservation capable network manager similar to the one
described in [Bur05b] was simulated. It uses a min-hop strategy to route the flows
in the network. The k shortest paths in term of hop count are precalculated for each
source and destination pair. When a job arrives, only these pre-calculated paths
are checked whether the bandwidth requirements can be fulfilled for the requested
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Figure 5.6: Optimizing the flows in the network not only saves waiting reservations
which would otherwise rejected, but also increases the reservation prob-
ability for future jobs.

time starting with the shortest path. For each timeslot, another path can be used,
as there is nearly no overhead to reroute a running transmission if the new path
is already known. But there has to be a valid path for each time slot. If all these
paths do not provide enough bandwidth in one or more requested time slots, the
request is rejected. This allows a fast and reliable admission comparable to the
algorithms discussed in the previous chapter.

Again, the simulated network was based on the network setup of the ISP ediscom.
The possible transmission endpoints were assumed to be situated in the major cities
as discussed in Section 4.6.1.

In general, the network broker behaved like the one used in the Grid simulations.
Although, there was one change in the admission protocol: network transfer jobs,
which could not be handled, are not rejected directly but queued up. There is a
queue for each time slot, and the jobs are added to all timeslot where not enough
bandwidth was available. Therefore, the queue length can be used to identify
degraded timeslots which need an optimization. After the already admitted jobs
in this timeslot were rerouted, the allocation of the waiting transfer jobs was tried
again. The jobs successfully admitted in this way are called saved.

In Figure 5.6 the success rates of an optimizing and a non-optimizing network
broker are compared for different load situations. The acceptance rate of the op-
timizing broker also includes the saved network transfer jobs. But a significant
higher acceptance rate can be seen even excluding these jobs that would have been
rejected otherwise.

The main reason for this major increase is the independence of the time slots.
Each time slot can be optimized on its own as running network transfer are easily
rerouted. For compute tasks or even the use of a scientific instrument, this is not
the case as mechanisms have to be applied to save the current state, transfer it to
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the new resource, and restart the jobs based on the saved state there. Nonetheless,
optimization on the resource level gives access to otherwise unused capacities in
complex resources like the network.

Summarizing, the optimization on the different level is compute intensive and
except for the local only case, cooperation between all participants is needed. How-
ever, the experiments showed that using the new offline scheduling to optimize
already negotiated schedules increases the admission probability for future jobs.
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The Grid broker negotiates with the user a service level agreement (SLA). Although,
this SLA is based on the agreements with the local resource operators, there is still
a risk that one of the resources breaks down. Even if the SLA negotiated between
the Grid broker and the resources regulates the compensation in such a case, the
fees to pay to the end user for the cancelation of their Grid workflows will be much
higher. Thus, the Grid broker needs some mechanisms to handle resource outages.

Most failure handling mechanisms in the high performance computing domain
cover mainly the currently running jobs. In an advance reservation scenario also
the already admitted but not yet running jobs have to be considered, too. If they
are remapped to an alternate resource well ahead, the failure has no impact on
them. This remapping, considering Grid workflows as a whole, is the main focus of
this chapter.

After discussing related failure handling approaches, the specific failure model
coped in this chapter is shown. Based on the objectives defined for remapping
process, a rescue horizon is introduced together with idealized and practical mech-
anisms to determine its length. The chapter concludes with an evaluation of the
remapping process.

6.1 Related Work

In general, failure detection and recovery mechanisms focus on dealing with appli-
cations that are already active. A good overview on checkpointing techniques to
restore the state of a running application is given in [EAWJ02]. The Globus heart-
beat monitor HBM [Fos05] provides mechanisms to notify applications or users of
failures occurring on the used resources. The failure handling mechanisms described
in this chapter can be initiated by the failure detection of the HBM.

In [HK03], a framework for handling failures in Grid environments was presented.
The framework allows users to select different failure recovery mechanisms, such
as simply restarting jobs, or - more sophisticated - checkpointing and migration
to other resources if supported by the application to be recovered. The different
recovery mechanisms are discussed and compared. However, the framework can
only be used for the recovery of active applications; inactive applications that are
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already assigned to resources but not yet started are not taken into account. As
discussed in Chapter 3 a number of Grid workflow languages and Grid resource
management systems allow to specify parts of the Grid workflow to be executed in
the case of an application error [Hoh06, GHBM06, Erw02].

Yu and Shi discussed in [YS07] how Grid workflows can be rescheduled when
the set of available resources or the performance of the resources changes. This
method could also be used if a resource fails and thus exits the Grid. They propose
to reapply the HEFT algorithm (see Section 4.4.3) with the already running jobs
assumed fixed. However, in their model global knowledge about all jobs in the Grid
was available and the failure handling assumed always that the resource will not
recover.

In [BL04], the basic requirements and opportunities for failure recovery in plan-
ning based resource management systems have been examined. In particular, it
was shown that remapping admitted but not yet active jobs is essential in order to
reduce the number of terminated jobs. It was also shown that when exact knowl-
edge of the actual duration of a failure is available and all jobs commencing during
this interval are remapped, the best results in terms of termination probability and
overall resource utilization are achieved. However, estimations of the actual down-
time are a questionable approach as these estimations are inherently unreliable and
underestimations lead to a significantly higher termination ratio than possible with
exact knowledge.

6.2 Failure Model and Objectives

A failure handling mechanism cannot cope with all kinds of failures in a system.
Thus, a failure model has to be defined specifying all failures considered during the
development of the failure handling.

The failure model handled in this chapter is defined as followed: A resource can
only break down completely for an unpredictably long time. A break down means
that all Grid jobs are not executed during this time and will not restarted later on
the resource. The downtime is unpredictable by the Grid broker, but is not endless,
i.e., at some point in the future the resource is available again. The break down
is detected by the Grid broker using a heartbeat mechanism like in the Globus
Toolkit [Fos05], when a communication attempt with the resource times out, or
when the resource operator informs the Grid broker. Even in the last case, there is
no downtime prediction or warning in advance assumed.

As the inner structure of the jobs is unknown, jobs running at the moment the
resource breaks down are considered lost. Consequently, at the workflow level the
whole Grid workflow has to be canceled if one of its jobs were running on the
broken resource. The user or the resource operator could provide failure handling
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mechanisms to save these jobs, e.g., by checkpointing or restarting. In both cases
the job can be transformed in a new one which virtually starts just after the break
down and is thus considered by the presented failure handling mechanism, but such
a mechanism is left out in the following discussion.

All jobs which are not yet started, but planned on the resource are affected by the
resource outage and the failure handling tries to remap them to other resources. The
remapping of the not yet started jobs is rather simple compared to checkpointing
mechanisms used to migrate running jobs. Only the input data as specified by the
Grid workflow has to be moved to the new resource until the job is planned to
start. If no other resource was found and the resource doesn’t recover till the start
time, this jobs and the Grid workflow it belongs to is considered lost and will be
canceled.

Therefore, the failure handling mechanism has to save as many jobs and thus
Grid workflows as possible. This is obviously the main objective of the failure
handling. The actual failure handling has to be carried out shortly after the failure
was detected. Thus, the same runtime constraints as discussed for the admission
process apply. Furthermore, as the downtime may be only short, the failure handler
should not rearrange the whole schedule. In general, the failure handling should
not block much more capacity on other resources as lost due to the outage and
for no longer than the actual downtime. At last, the failure handling mechanism
has to respect the information hiding and has to reduce the messages exchange to
determine the new schedule, too.

The main metrics to evaluate the failure handling are the number of canceled jobs
and Grid workflows to measure the efficiency of the failure handling itself and the
overhead of unnecessary remapped jobs which were scheduled to be executed after
the end of the downtime.

6.3 Defining a Rescue horizon

Ideally, only the jobs planned during the downtime of the resource have to be
migrated to other resources in the Grid. However, even with a close contact to
the resource operator the actual length of the downtime can be hardly estimated.
Burchard et al. showed that wrong predictions of the downtime have a huge impact
on the performance of the failure handling [BL04]. If the downtime is estimated
to low, i.e., the resource doesn’t recover by the time the remapping ended, there
are too many unhandled jobs which have to be canceled together with their Grid
workflow. If the downtime is estimated longer than it actually takes to recover the
resource, too much capacity is blocked on other resources by unnecessarily migrated
jobs.

To overcome the limitations of the downtime prediction, a rescue horizon is in-
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Figure 6.1: A example schedule at the moment the failure is detected and sometime
later depicting the downtime, rescue horizon, and affected jobs.

troduced and is repeatedly recalculated and applied during the downtime. This
means that the failure handling is not only started when the failure is detected but
during the whole downtime. Initially, the rescue horizon is calculated as discussed
later und all jobs which at least partly lay within this rescue horizon are considered
for remapping. All other jobs remain on the resource and the resource capacity
after the end of the rescue horizon is even taken into account for new admissions
(if the local resource management system is still available). Jobs which were not
migrated to other resources remain booked on this resource because there is some
chance that the resource recovers until the start time of the job is reached. If the
resource does not recover in time, the job is canceled together with the whole Grid
workflow it belongs to.

After each time step this calculation is repeated and the jobs which are now in
the newly calculated rescue horizon are remapped. In a schedule with distinct time
slots as discussed in Section 2.2.2 the time steps are the time slots of the schedule.
Thus, in the following the term time slot is used which also apply to some arbitrary
set time step in a continuous schedule.

With a look at the example in Figure 6.1, this means that the blue jobs must
be remapped and the light gray jobs will be left on the current resource for the
moment. At a later time slot, j6, j7 and j10 are also within the new rescue horizon
and thus, are also remapped. The job j7 could be left on the resource as it starts
after the failure ends, but this fact is unknown at this moment.

6.3.1 Simple reference models

Two straightforward strategies are conceivable to determine the rescue horizon.
Consider the failure handling process at a given time t. At the beginning of this slot,
it is possible that only the jobs that will start during this very time slot ([t, t+1]) are
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remapped. This strategy, in the following referred to as A1 does not unnecessarily
remap jobs, i.e., only jobs affected by the failure are handled. In the following, the
amount of unnecessarily remapped jobs is called overhead. The second strategy is
to remap any admitted job on the failed resource, independent of its start time.
This strategy (Aall), needs to be carried out only once at the beginning of the failure
and very likely remaps jobs although they will never be affected by the failure, in
particular in cases, where the failure lasts only a short period of time. At the other
hand, Aall achieves the lowest possible amount of canceled, admitted, but not yet
started, jobs, as all jobs are remapped at the earliest possible time. This cannot
be assumed for A1, as jobs are remapped immediately before they are planned to
start. At this time, the remaining alternative resource are likely fully booked and
do not provide sufficient capacity.

In order to achieve the optimal results with respect to both the number of can-
celed jobs and Grid workflows and unnecessarily remapped jobs, an oracle is needed
which provides the exact length of the downtime in the moment the failure occurs.
Using this information, only the jobs within the downtime will be considered for
remapping (Aoptimal). This produces neither a high number of canceled jobs nor
overhead. However, Aoptimal is only theoretically applicable as the downtime of a re-
source is unknown. Substituting the exact knowledge of the downtime by vague es-
timations is dangerous, since this leads to a significantly worse performance [BL04].

6.3.2 Objectives for the rescue horizon

It was shown in [WG98] that in advance reservation environments a critical time
can be determined from where on the probability of a successful admission increases
significantly. This can be mapped onto the failure recovery scenario, i.e., remapping
jobs reserved for the far future reduces the number of canceled Grid workflows. To
accomplish this goal, the rescue horizon should be as long as possible.

On the other hand, if the rescue horizon is longer than one time slot, it is possible
that more jobs than necessary are remapped to other resources, i.e., the overhead
increases. Reducing the overhead is crucial in SLA-aware environments, i.e., if
fees must be paid for the allocation of alternative resources. Furthermore, initially
jobs may be mapped with some optimization goal (see Section 4.5 and Chapter 5).
Remapping jobs on alternative resources means switching to a non-optimal mapping
and degrades, therefore, the state of the Grid. Hence, it is necessary to determine
the rescue horizon as short as possible to keep the overhead low.

As both requirements are contrary, a trade-off must be made between both met-
rics. In a real world setup, this trade-off is designated by the fine to pay for
terminated jobs and the prices to pay for the alternative resources used for the
remapped jobs.
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Figure 6.2: Determination of the rescue horizon based on the combination of the
current load profile and the average booking profile.

6.3.3 Load based horizon definition

Two downtime independent approaches were developed to determine the rescue
horizon. The load-based approach bases on the critical time [WG98] in order to
determine the rescue horizon.

The load situation of a time slot t0 is described by a load profile lt0(t), with t ∈ N,
which is defined as the normalized totally booked capacity in all resources for each
future time slot t0 + t. The booking behavior is described by the average booking
profile. The booking profile bt0(t), with t ∈ N, of a time slot t0 is the normalized
booked capacity per future time slot t0 + t of all incoming reservations during this
time slot. The average booking profile b̄(t) is the average over all previous booking
profiles. The load and booking profiles are calculated considering the whole Grid
with all resources. Selecting only the resources in the Grid which may have an
impact on the remapping, e.g., only compatible one, is difficult and time-consuming,
as all jobs currently booked on the broken resource must be examined and for each
type and size a booking profile has to be kept separately.

The following algorithm is used to calculate the rescue horizon based on the
load. First, a combined profile l̂t0(t), t ∈ [t0, tba] is created for the current time slot
t0 based on the current load profile lt0(t), combined with the average booking profile
b̄(t). Adding both profiles gives an indication of the expected load in the Grid after
this time slot, as it sums up the currently booked load and the average incoming
load during one time slot. The rescue horizon [t0, t0 + iη(t0)] is determined using
a threshold η with η ∈ [0, 1]. The threshold η can be predefined and is related to
the critical time [WG98]. The rescue horizon is defined by the time after which all
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1 link failed at t0
2 while resource down do
3 // calculate the profiles
4 init l̂t0
5 for each job j ∈ J , tstart(j) > t0 do
6 for each t ∈ [tstart(j), tstart(j) + dj ] do
7 l̂t0(t)+ = cj
8 add average booking profile b̄ to profile l̂t0
9 // calculate i
10 for i = tba to 1 do
11 if not l̂t0(i) < η then break
12 // remap jobs within rescue horizon i
13 for each j ∈ J∗ do
14 if tstart(j) < t0 + i ∧ tstart(j) + dj > t0 then
15 remap j
16 wait for next time slot: t0 = t0 + 1

Figure 6.3: Schematic overview of the algorithm for the calculation of the rescue
horizon and the load-based remapping.

values of the combined profile are lower than η (see Figure 6.2):

iη(t0) := min
{
i | ∀t > i : η > l̂t0(t)

}
The whole set of jobs in the Grid is denoted by J , and the set of jobs admitted at
the failed resource is denoted by J∗. As we are now looking at the resource level,
the affiliation to a Grid workflow is ignored in the calculation of the rescue horizon
and during the remapping. Only network transfers within the Grid workflow are
rerouted.

As shown in the schematic overview in Figure 6.3, the rescue horizon is computed
once for each time slot as long as the failure lasts. Alike the critical time defined in
[WG98], the exact definition of the threshold η is subject to the actual Grid setting.

6.3.4 Feedback based horizon definition

The feedback-based approach is a modification of the previously shown load-based
procedure. It uses information gained during the remapping to determine the rescue
horizon.

The respective section of the failure handling algorithm is modified as depicted
in Figure 6.4. In the initial step, i.e., the time slot when the failure is detected, the
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9 // calculate i
10 if current time==t0 then
11 i = t0 + 1 // initial interval computation
12 else
13 i = î // save value from last iteration
14 do
15 remap jobs starting within [t0 + i, t0 + i+ 1]
16 p := remap probability for [t0 + i, t0 + i+ 1]
17 i := i+ 1
18 while p < 0.9
19 î := i // save for next time slot
20 wait for next time slot: t0 = t0 + 1

Figure 6.4: Schematic overview of the feedback-based algorithm.

rescue horizon is increased step by step until the success probability is sufficiently
high. When advancing to the next time slot, the same procedure applies starting
with the rescue horizon determined in the previous step (̂i). Thus, the length of the
rescue horizon during a single failure never decreases. In particular, the initially
computed rescue horizon marks the minimal value. The advantage of the feedback-
based approach is the self-adjusting rescue horizon even in case of highly varying
load situations without needing to adjust η. The feedback method can also be
combined with external knowledge about the failure duration thus restricting the
rescue horizon.

6.4 Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the rescue scheduling algorithms, the same simula-
tion setup is used as discussed in Section 4.6.1. First, the algorithms to determine
the rescue horizon are analyzed. To simplify the experiments, only atomic jobs
were scheduled in the Grid and remapped in case of a resource break down. In all
experiments the Grid was brought in a steady load situation and then one of the
resources was deactivated. The Grid broker started the remapping process during
the failure and also schedules all newly arriving Grid workflows.

As discussed in Section 6.3.1, the quality of the remapping process can be mea-
sured in regard to the termination ratio and the overhead. The termination ratio
is the number of jobs which were not successfully remapped in relation to the to-
tal number of affected jobs. The overhead are the jobs unnecessarily remapped
in advance because they were planned to start after the resource recovered. The
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Figure 6.5: Termination ratio as a function of the threshold η compared to the per-
formance of Aoptimal and a “broken oracle” which always underestimates
the failure duration by 50%.

overhead is also given in relation to the total number of affected jobs.
The load based approach uses historic load data and the current schedule to

predict the necessary remapping interval. This algorithm relies strongly on accurate
information on the state of the Grid. In order to evaluate the impact of incomplete
information, a Grid setup with multiple domains was compared to one with only
one big domain. The Grid broker in each domain knows only about the state in
its domain, but can remap jobs to other domain through the top level domains
Grid broker. For the distributed setup, the worst case situation was used. Here,
every sub domain manages only a single resource. The sub domain with the failing
resource and the other domains got independent workload to schedule. This way it
is easy to simulate an imbalanced situation by submitting more or less jobs to the
failed resource than to the other resources.

In Figure 6.5 the termination ratio for varying values of the threshold η is de-
picted. In the experiments a failure duration of 500 timeslots was used, but the
behavior for other values is comparable. With complete knowledge in the central-
ized setup, the termination ratio stays for a wide range of η values close to the
results of Aoptimal where the failure duration is known in advance. While in the
central setup the termination ratio changes drastically with a small change of η at
the end of this range, the termination ratio rises continuously in the distributed
setup.

As discussed before, the overhead is smaller with higher η values. Figure 6.6
depicts an extreme situation where the duration of the failure is with 200 timeslots
short compared to the load situation in the simulated Grid. In case of a higher load
on the affected resource, the remapping behaves in both setups nearly the same and
the overhead decreases with rising η. In the situation with more load on the other
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Figure 6.6: Remapping overhead as a function of the threshold η compared to the
performance of Aoptimal and a “broken oracle” which always underesti-
mates the failure duration by 50%.

resources, the central setup with global knowledge is able to reduce the overhead
to nearly zero for high values of η.

In general, the load based approach works also with incomplete information.
The determination of η mainly depends on whether the reduction of overhead or
termination ratio is more important. Values around 0.5 are a good tradeoff between
both goals.

In Figure 6.7 the load based approach and the feedback based approach are
compared to the three reference algorithms for a failure duration of 300. The
reference algorithms were discussed in Section 6.3.1: A1 only remaps the jobs in
the upcoming time slot, Aall remaps all jobs at the moment the failure is detected,
and Aoptimal uses an oracle to remap only the affected jobs at the moment the
failure is detected. The experiments showed that the feedback based approach is
comparable to the load based and both are close in terms of termination rate to
Aoptimal while keeping the overhead not to high.
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In this thesis, the whole lifecycle of a Grid workflow was analyzed and the biggest
obstacles of reliable Grid workflow scheduling were identified and addressed. In
Grids, only little information is shared between the participants. To overcome
the lack of control, advance reservation is used to guarantee a certain service level
without the need of detailed monitoring. Even to negotiate or change these ad-
vance reservations, the Grid broker respects the information hiding policies of the
resources and requests only a limited set of details. Nonetheless, the developed
algorithms optimized the resource usage and the user experience.

There are four stages in the lifecycle of the Grid workflow from the Grid bro-
ker’s point of view: specification, online scheduling, offline scheduling, and rescue
scheduling (see Figure 7.1). For all these four stages, the specific requirements were
analyzed and techniques were presented to efficiently cope with them.

Before discussing the four stages, the environment and model assumptions used
in this thesis were introduced. As stated before, advance reservation is used to
guarantee the timing and actual execution of the jobs in the Grid. Resource man-
agement systems supporting advance reservation need to keep track of all the future
reservations. To store this data, the slotted time model and the three variants of
the two-dimensional free list were discussed. Simulations showed that the free list
model can handle reservations much faster than the slotted time model.

As advance reservations are fixed in the time, the schedules can be fragmented in
two dimensions: the time dimension and the resource dimension. When a request
is rejected while in sum sufficient capacity was available, this rejection is caused
by fragmentation. In such a case, the schedule can be called fragmented. How-
ever, a general quantification of the fragmentation of schedule was still missing. A
new fragmentation measure for one-dimensional schedules was developed and fur-
ther extended to cope with two-dimensional schedules. Experiments showed the
correlation between the rating of a schedule and the future rate of rejected jobs.

A Grid workflow is a complex combination of jobs to be executed in a coordinated
manner on resources of different types. For the specification of a Grid workflow, a
language is required that reflects this complexity while being manageable by end
users at the same time. A new taxonomy was developed to analyze and compare
the properties of known Grid workflow languages. By classifying a number of well-
known Grid workflow languages, not only a structured overview on the state of the
art Grid workflow languages was given. It demonstrated the expressiveness of the
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Figure 7.1: The whole lifecycle of a Grid workflow from the Grid brokers point of
view.

taxonomy, too. The evaluation showed that the taxonomy is helpful to select the
right Grid workflow language for the specific Grid setup.

End users can use these languages to formulate a Grid workflow including timing
dependencies and co-allocations. The Grid broker receiving requests has to make
quick decisions on whether to accept the Grid workflow and to guarantee the exe-
cution in advance. Existing algorithms for Grid workflow scheduling lack support
for co-allocations and guaranteed deadlines. Additionally, most of these algorithms
require a detailed view on the state of each resource in the Grid. To overcome these
limitations, a newly developed admission protocol is introduced to efficiently ne-
gotiate the coordinated allocation without exchanging too much information. The
protocol has three phases: First, the Grid broker receives non-binding reservation
candidates after sending probe messages for each part of the Grid workflow, then
the Grid broker preliminary reserves the set of reservation candidates best fitting
the Grid workflow constraints, and, finally, it commit these reservations if the pre-
vious phase was successful for all jobs in the Grid workflow. Simulation showed
that without the probe phase, significant more reservation requests were send to
the resources during the allocation.

Based on the new admission negotiation protocol, a number of algorithms were
developed to perform the online scheduling. In addition to algorithms determining
the optimal solution, heuristic approaches were analyzed. Experiments showed that
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the new heuristic HEFTSync scheduler provides comparable results and requires
only a fraction of the computing time of an optimal solution. The HEFTSync
is a modification of a well known list scheduler, adapted to cope with advance
reservation and co-allocations.

As the online scheduling is only considering single Grid workflows, the resulting
schedule may not be the overall optimal solution for all admitted and future Grid
workflows. In particular, fragmented capacity can be made accessible by remapping
the sub-jobs of the already admitted Grid workflows. The new fragmentation mea-
sure for one-dimensional and two-dimensional schedules was used to compare dif-
ferent allocation options and to detect the degradation of the system. Furthermore,
three strategies were identified for the optimization in a loosely coupled system like
the Grid. The optimization can either be done for the schedule of a single resource
only, assuming the Grid jobs to be fixed, or by negotiating the flexibility of the Grid
jobs with the Grid broker. Another option is to make the Grid broker responsible
for the optimization. Then, the knowledge about the Grid workflow structure and
the Grid wide view allows better rearrangements, but again the view on the state
of the local schedules is hidden. For all three options, the needed changes in the
admission protocol and algorithms to efficiently reoptimize the schedule were devel-
oped. Experiments showed that offline optimizations achieve a gain of additionally
accepted workload using each of the three strategies.

The well prepared schedules for all Grid workflows in advance are invalidated
when a resource breaks down. In an advance reservation environment, not only
the currently running jobs are affected. For these jobs a number of techniques to
handle the failure are known. However, all jobs planned to be executed on the
resource during the downtime have to be handled, too. This rescue scheduling
in advance was not yet addressed in the literature. The problem to identify the
jobs which might be affected without knowing the actual downtime was solved
by introducing a rescue horizon. For the calculation of the rescue horizon, two
downtime independent approaches were presented. Evaluations showed that with
the help of the rescue horizon nearly as many Grid workflows can be saved as by
knowing the exact length of the downtime in advance.

All algorithms developed in this thesis are evaluated using simulations since there
is only little information on real world advance reservation enabled systems and
Grid workflow systems available. Hence, a synthetic workload generator had to
be developed. Furthermore, except for the new VRM framework presented in this
thesis, no installation in productive use is available combining both concepts. The
newly developed workload generator combines the techniques used to generate task
graph to benchmark scheduling in parallel computer, well known job size and arrival
distributions from queuing systems, and new models for advance reservation. The
advance reservation model was verified by the only available trace of an advance
reservation system. As the other techniques are well established in the respective
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domain, the synthetic workload used is a good abstraction of the workload to be
expected when real installations get in productive use.

Grid workflows are well suited to build complex applications in the Grid and by
using advance reservation the user gets guarantees on the execution of the whole
Grid workflow. In this thesis, the main challenges for Grid brokers to handle the
whole lifecycle of a Grid workflow were analyzed. The main contribution of the
thesis is the development of a set of tools and techniques that are essential for im-
plementing reliable Grid workflow systems with the constraints real world settings
impose.

As there are only few installations of advance reservation aware resource manage-
ment systems and the use of Grid workflows is just developing, future work has to
deal with reevaluating the presented mechanisms in real world setups. These setups
will most likely also include a pricing scheme, which also needs to be developed.
While the results presented in this thesis can be used to predict the behavior of
the Grid under different load situations and using different settings, the influence
of the market on the user behavior is still an open research topic.
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